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Towards a European
Research Area
An urgent
European research has some obvious and
wellpublicised weaknesses. But it also has
its strengths, and it needs to do more to
make the most of them. This is why, in Jan
uary, E uropean Commissioner Philippe
Busquin launched the idea of creating a
genuine E uropean Research Area which
would amount to much more than simply
allowing national and Community policies
to run in parallel. The initiative triggered a
wideranging debate, in the member states
and beyond.
In this issue Philippe Busquin takes stock
of the current state of this debate and looks
ahead to the next stages in implementing
this new facet of the Community's research
policy.
As luck would have it, two recently com
pleted E uropean projects have produced
very significant and relevant results.
The first (see p. 7) compares the national
research support policies of 12 E uropean
countries. The differences  and the similar
ities  among them highlight both the ben
efits and the deficiencies of the current
European research system.
The second (see p. 10) allowed around
200 experts to analyse the technological
and social challenges E urope is going to be
facing by 2010. In addition to mapping the
Union's strengths and weaknesses, the pro
ject's conclusions stress the handicap
caused by the pointless fragmentation of
Europe's research efforts.
In a context where the engine of growth
and progress is technological dynamism,
the creation of a E uropean research area is
becoming more than an accepted priority. It
is an urgent need.
■
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'Research activities at national and Union level must be better integrated
and coordinated to make them as efficient and innovative as possible,
and to ensure that Europe offers attractive prospects to its best brains. '
With these words, the Lisbon European Council of March 2000 gave the
green light to the new approach to the European Research Area.
Commissioner Philippe Busquin explains the meaning of this new
political direction.
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ou took over the European
research portfolio in September
1999. In January, at your initia
tive the Commission launched a wide
ranging European debate on this new
strategic dynamic to create a genuine
European Research Area. What was the
reason for this initiative?

Philippe Busquin: It is a response to a
situation which I believe should be cause
for concern. Scientific and technological
development is clearly the engine for eco
nomic and social growth, and in particular
for creating new jobs. Europe has one of the
best research capacities in the world. But a
lot of indicators show that we fall a long
way short of our major competitors in the
dynamism stakes. I will cite just one: our
research expenditure has fallen to 1.8% of
GDP compared to 3% in the United States
and Japan.
There is one circumstance which both
aggravates this weakness and in part
explains it. E uropean research is frag
mented. It is a jigsaw of 15 national scien
tific and technological policies, plus the
European Union's RTD Framework Pro
gramme. The latter certainly encourages
crossborder cooperation, but it operates
too much as a 16th element simply tacked
onto the other 15.
In the United States and Japan, scientific
and technological policy is rooted in a much
more interdependent research fabric and
exerts more effective leverage. The E uro
pean research area must be more firmly

based on common approaches and objec
tives, on drawing more benefit from the
diversity of its potential. There is a need to
go beyond the present static structure of
'15 + 1' elements and develop a more
dynamic configuration which is based on a
more coherent implementation of the
actions of Member States at the national
level, of the Union within the Framework
Programme and other policy instruments,
and of intergovernmental research organ
isations.
Does this mean you want research poli
cies to be more coordinated?
I know this word frightens some people.
Coordinate does not mean 'impose' or
'replace'. The idea is not for some kind of
central control dictating what research must
be undertaken, in Sweden or Portugal for
example. I would prefer to speak of consul
tation with the aim of highlighting a shared
desire to achieve major objectives, but with
out wanting to paper over the diversity of
approaches. The diversity of E uropean
research is an asset, but if it means every
body working away on their own in their cor
ner, then it becomes a liability.
I believe we must return to the principle
of subsidiarity as laid down in the Treaties 
that is, for Europe to do what the individual
member states are unable to do at the
national level. Organising coordination is
one of the E uropean Commission's funda
mental missions and one that has long been
accepted in the field of the economics and
competitiveness.

Intervie!

Philippe Busquin, Member of the European Commission responsible for research, and M
coordinator of RTD Info in the Communication Unit, during this interview: 'The European
must be more firmly based on common approaches and objectives, on drawing more be
diversity of its potential. '
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A policy to strengthen the European
reasearch area is therefore perfectly in line
with the spirit and thinking behind the
Treaties. I also think that the Union's research programmes have become rather
the victims of their own success, and of
the interest they have aroused. Science
and technology have become determining
factors for economic growth and competitiveness, but I also have the impression
that the Union, that is all the member
states as a whole, is being slow to adjust
to this fact.
After four months' debate on this new
approach to the European research area,
how has this idea been received?
Remarkably well, because the European
Council of heads of state and government,
held on 23 and 24 March in Lisbon, largely
ratified the principle. But I should also like
to mention the important step taken two
weeks earlier with the meeting in Lisbon
organised by the [Portuguese research]
minister José Mariano Gago.
This was a genuine forum, the first of its
kind, during which ministers were able to
talk with officials from the major European
intergovernmental institutions - CERN, the
ESA, EM BO, etc. - with representatives of
leading national research institutions,
industry and the universities, as well as with
a panel of leading figures from the world of
science. This dialogue, very much of the
kind I would like to set up on a permanent
basis, revealed a real consensus among all

those involved in scientific and technological policy on the need to strengthen the
European dimension of research policy.
Of course agreement must still be reached
on what directions to take to give substance
to the concept. The Portuguese presidency
and the Commission are working to ensure
that the next Research Council, to be held in
June, can lay the foundations for this.
Is not one of the directions discussed
the importance of basic research, which
has perhaps remained the poor relation in
European scientific and technological
programmes?
It is true that many prominent members
of Europe's scientific community believe
that basic research should be made a higher
priority, and I share their concern. But at
the same time we must not lose sight of
Europe's weakness in translating research
results into innovations. A number of major
initiatives, such as the creation of a genuine
European patent, should help correct this. I
believe we need to rebalance the various
activities to some extent.
We live in an age in which the dividing
lines between advanced science and applications have broken down. New worlds of
knowledge are constantly developing and
radically changing the way we live. Look at
the impact the biosciences or space
research are having. Scientists are always
saying that the most important research
projects are those which nobody has even
thought of, but which are gestating some-

where without anyone being aware of how
significant they could ultimately be.
Do you mean by this that we are seeing
European policy adopt a new approach in
this field?
No, because the introduction of the Fifth
Framework Programme already marked a
turning point in introducing a new vision
and widening the role of European research,
refocusing it on providing very open and
concrete responses to the major challenges
facing European society. In many fields
where the citizen rightly makes high
demands - health, food safety, the environment - the solutions which science and
technology can bring require new knowledge to be developed. A lot of European
support has been committed to projects
researching genetics, the traceability of
GMOs, climatic change, biodiversity, nanotechnologies, etc.
People have very high expectations of
science and technology, but aren't they
also rather suspicious of it?
The impact of scientific and technological progress on social structures and
lifestyles is going to increase and accelerate. This means that society is going to be
faced with a number of choices and ethical
problems. Increasing pressures on the environment, the recent serious food-safety
crises (BSE and dioxin), and the marketing
of GMOs are quite rightly giving rise to public concern, and could threaten confidence
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in science. If we do not want this disen
chantment to result in obscurantism and
regression, the scientific debate must be
thrown open.
There is very strong demand for such a
debate in Europe, but it is rooted in the con
text of E urope's cultural diversity. This
diversity is a valuable and fertile resource,
but it must be accompanied by a common
dynamic for knowledge which is the only
way to provide the answers on which soci
ety's choices must be based. One of the
tasks of the E uropean research area is to
provide a framework for this debate,
because the debate on these technical
developments and their ethical and social
implications increasingly needs to be held
in a European context.
I would add that it is particularly impor
tant for young people to be made aware of
the implications of science for society. It
can be the best possible incentive for devel
oping a taste for knowledge and a passion
for research.
You will soon have to start work on
preparing the Sixth Framework Pro
gramme for RTD 20022006, one of the
major tasks of your period in office. How
will this be influenced by your vision of
the European research area?
I believe the fundamental approach must
remain the refocusing of European research
programmes on problemsolving. But when
deciding the priorities, the new actions
resulting from the present debate on

strengthening the E uropean research area
must also be taken into account. Thus, the
Sixth Framework Programme will also, for
example, take into account the importance
of subjects such as the mobility of resear
chers or the networking of centres of excel
lence and infrastructures. Central to its
approach will certainly be a coordinated
vision of the E uropean research effort as a
whole.
■

The ways forward
Among the recommendations for 'flexible,
decentralised and nonbureaucratic' actions
to promote a new European research area,
the Lisbon E uropean Council of March
2000 highlighted the following ways for
ward:
• concerted action, on a voluntary basis,
by national and E uropean programmes to
optimise the resources allocated to E uro
pean research in the member states;
• the 'mapping' of E uropean centres of
excellence;
• fiscal measures, access to venture capi
tal and support from the European Invest
ment Bank to create a more dynamic envi
ronment stimulating private investment in
research, partnerships and the creation of
startups in high technologies;
• the development of a transparent metho
dology for assessing the performance of

national research systems, development
policies and innovation capacities;
• the creation of a rapid transE uropean
data communication network linking all
its research institutes, universities and
ultimately the educational system as a
whole;
• strengthened policy for the mobility of
researchers, making it possible for E urope
to attract and retain the best scientific
minds;
• the creation of a simple and inexpensive
European patent system to guarantee as
effective an intellectual protection as the
systems operating in E urope's principal
competitors.

Public
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Scientists give
their verdict

Werner Arber,
Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1978

Nearly 30 scientists, winners of the most prestigious international awards, have given John Cornforth,
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1975
their verdict on the strengths and weaknesses of European research. At an informal
meeting in Lisbon in March, they told European research ministers what they expect
from Community policy. Here is what they had to say.
Jean Dausset,

nsistence on the pursuit of
useful and profitable goals
ignores the essential fact
that the applications of funda
mental research are usually un
known and cannot therefore be
planned in advance,' points out
Christian de Duve (winner of the
Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1974).
'This does not mean that applied
research must be neglected. But
researchers should be alerted to
the possible applications of their
work and encouraged to partici
pate in their development.'
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No innovation without
upstream commitment
Although unanimity is rare, this
is one point on which the scien
tists interviewed most certainly
agreed  and sent out an SOS.
Fundamental research requires a
longterm vision and needs sup
port  the investment made is
rarely lost. Just take a look across
the Atlantic. The importance
attached to 'generic research' and
the scope available to scientists to
move from ideas to innovation
means that the Americans 'per
form better and react more
rapidly,' as Heinrich Rohrer (Nobel
Prize in Physics, 1986) puts it.
Upstream commitment brings
results. Many scientists call for
the development of the kind of
entrepreneurial scientific culture
that is found in the United States
with its many startup and spin
off firms. 'Most inventions and

progress come from small startup
firms,' believes Ivar Giaever (Nobel
Prize in Physics, 1973).
'We are only now beginning to
understand the importance of
synergies between the research
carried out at universities and
industrial applications,' adds Lord
George Porter (Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, 1967). These links will
prove all the more effective 'if
industrial scientists are ad per
sonam professors at university
and if advanced students can
carry out their research under
qualified guidance at industrial
laboratories,' concludes Werner
Arber (Nobel Prize for Medicine,
1978).

What can Europe do?
One of the reasons for these
repeated references to the con
trasting picture in the United
States compared to Europe, is that
the brain drain, although reduced,
has far from dried up. 'The only
way to stop the braindrain is to
organise the return of PhD stu
dents attracted by good and well
paid posts at research centres
working at the cutting edge of
their discipline,' is how Jean Daus
set, winner of the 1980 Nobel
Prize in Medicine, pragmatically
sums up the situation. The way to
keep talented research students in
Europe is to give them the training
opportunities they need, which is
precisely what the E uropean
Union has been trying to do for

several years now through its sup
port for the mobility of resear
chers. Rudolf Mössbauer, (Nobel
Prize in Physics, 1961) believes
'European programmes for young
scientists are very helpful and
should be continued,' while John
Cornforth (Nobel Prize in Chem
istry, 1975) calls for 'a central
European library' operating over
the Internet, giving cheap and
easy access to all the available
scientific publications. These vir
tual possibilities should serve to
create virtual centres of excel
lence, potential contact points for
different disciplines.
What has the E U done for Euro
pean research? A great deal in fact
 and it could do even more if it
were more flexible and less
bureaucratic. 'E U programmes are
fine, but they should mainly coor
dinate activities and not manipu
late activities,' says Richard E rnst
(Nobel Prize for Chemistry, 1991).
It is scarcely surprising to find that
most scientists want to be much
more closely involved in research
policy and suffer from incompre
hension on the part of govern
ments and politicians. Which does
not stop I lya Prigogine (Nobel
Prize in Chemistry, 1977) from
making the point that 'research is
a policy in itself. Too tightly cou
pling its implementation with
other policies could defocus the
work.'
■

Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1980

Christian de Duve,
Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1974

Richard Ernst,
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1991

Ivar Giaever,
Nobel Prize in Physics, 1973

Rudolf Mössbauer,
Nobel Prize in Physics, 1961

George Porter,
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1967

llya Prigogine,
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1977

Heinrich R ohrer,
Nobel Prize in Physics, 1986
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The European
scientific landscape

What new directions are national research support policies taking? What are their aims? What do the mem
states expect from the institutions they fund? How do the researchers view the situation? And what is the ro
of international support? A study funded by the European Union is now shedding light on all these question
by combining a structural analysis with afield survey.
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ix multidisciplinar/ teams
of sociologists, political
analysts and economists
have taken a long hard look at
public research systems in 12
European countries varying in
size, growth rate, culture and
level of scientific progress  the
UK, France, Germany, Hungary,
Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Norway and
Iceland. At the same time, a field
survey was conducted among
392 human genetics laborato
ries (see box p.9). This ambitious
project, E uropean Comparison
of Public Research Systems, was
carried out over a twoyear
period with support from the
European Union.'11

the decisionmakers transferred
tasks which had traditionally
fallen to research institutes to
universities, which, due to a
lack of equipment or human
resources, were not necessarily
in a position to take them on.
'There is a need for new
approaches which are better
rooted in public concerns and
suited to each situation,' con
tinues Mr Laredo. 'France, for
example, in addition to main
taining these institutes, has set
up a specific mechanism  com
plete with supporting legislation
 for the processing of nuclear
waste, an AIDS research agency,
a committee for research into
An example of a centre of excellence of worldwide renown:
CERN (the European Laboratory for Particle Physics near Geneva.)
BSE, and  more recently  a
View of one of the 6metre diameter DELPHI detetìors in the LEP food safety agency. To me, the
electronpositron collider.
concept of a generic approach
seems completely outdated.'

Research policies differ from
one country to another, being
rooted in a particular tradition
and history which affect their development.
However, over the past 30 years these dif
ferences have tended to erode due to a
number of major  and common  trends,
such as the restructuring of research insti
tutions, a marked priority for new technolo
gies, the emphasis on transfer to industry,
and the institutionalisation of evaluation
for programmes and institutions.

Research institutes are taking
a new direction
In the past, public research seemed to
have a more precisely defined mission. The
key task of universities was to push back
the frontiers of knowledge, transfer know
how, and train new generations of scien
tists. The specialist public institutes, on the

other hand, concentrated on meeting the
needs of government policy and supporting
the industrial priorities set by governments.
'These institutes were expected to be able
to anticipate and resolve questions that
could arise in the fields of health, food
safety, energy, etc.,' explains Philippe
Laredo, director of research at the Ecole des
Mines in Paris, who managed the project's
laboratory survey. 'They were subject to
various  and sometimes contradictory 
reforms. In the United Kingdom they had to
become more "serviceoriented", in France
they were pushed in the direction of acad
emic research. In every case, these insti
tutes failed to fulfil the role they should
have in preventing and controlling the
growing number of crises  contaminated
blood and BSE for example.' In some cases

Universities and innovation
Throughout E urope there is the same ten
dency to encourage closer links between
publicsector research and privatesector
expectations. 'This is not new. Do not forget
that Louis Pasteur made major break
throughs in biology at a time when he was
seeking to solve problems posed by industry.
It is useful for companies to help researchers
to identify priorities and to support their
projects. The situation is less healthy when
public research is dependent on industrial
contracts for access to research grants,'
remarks Jacqueline Senker of Sussex Univer
sity, the project's coordinator.
Innovation and technology transfer are
the two key terms  the watchwords 
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which have reshaped Europe's research policy over the past 20 years. Ministerial portfolios reflect this objective, often combining
science, technology and education. Implemented under weak economic conditions,
without real command of all the information and under time pressure, this reorientation has often been based on ready-made
solutions. 'There has often been a tendency
to imitate what has succeeded elsewhere in
a comparable situation. Government enthusiasm for technology transfer does not necessarily mean that these initiatives are

going to be a success,' continues Dr Senker,
who believes there is an 'urgent need to correct this excessive emphasis on promoting
industrial innovation.'
Too close a relationship between universities and industry raises a number of fundamental issues. Apart from the adverse
effects of short-term, applied research on
quality, Dr Senker believes that 'This cooperation can prejudice the status of "impartial expert", which is what researchers in
the field of scientific policy are expected to
be. It is also sometimes very difficult for an

Countering the 'single policy'

The hunt for funds

•I

The public funds allocated to universities and
research centres are traditionally channelled
through one of two paths: the research
council finances specific research projects on
a competitive basis following an evaluation
by scientists; block grants allocate institutes
a global amount which they are then free to
manage as they see fit. This latter method with a guarantee of independence - is
becoming more common. Jacqueline Senker
believes that 'the two systems must continue
to operate in parallel, although there should
perhaps be stricter control over the way in
which the money is spent in the case of the
block grants. However, we must also remember that they do allow scientists to explore
radically new fields which research-council
evaluators might be inclined to refuse.'

SME or company in the traditional sector to
find the necessary expertise. Some universities are no longer interested in meeting
such unsophisticated needs.'
And where does this emphasis on economic return leave fundamental research?
Unfortunately, it is all too often the poor
relation in the member states. Neglecting
long-term research in this way is not without its effects in terms of failing to advance
knowledge, tending to discourage talented
researchers from adopting a career with an
uncertain outcome, and penalising applied
research, which is impossible without its
upstream counterpart.

Whatever form it takes, national research
funding is inadequate in most countries.
Additional sources available in certain countries include European funds (Ireland, Portugal, Spain), contracts with industry (Germany, Spain, Portugal, Ireland), and foundations
set
up
by
industry
or
non-profit-making associations (20% of the
research resources of British universities).
Some countries are also taking new initiatives, such as France which has just introduced an 'ecotax' with the revenue collected
going to research on the environment and
health.

'Political perception of problems, orientations and objectives has become increasingly similar in every country,' notes the
report. 'Institutions such as the OECD and
the European Union have reinforced this
trend. Their analyses of the various situations and the solutions needed have had the
same influence on the national debate, in
all countries,' explains Dr Senker. She
believes officials everywhere have jumped
on the bandwagon of evaluation, even if the
effectiveness and impartiality of its use
varies from one country to another.
This trend towards increasing uniformity
is nevertheless meeting resistance from
national cultures - cultures sometimes seen
as obstacles to the 'new scientific policy'
sought by policy-makers. For Dr Senker this
'multi-faceted' approach to research is

Innovation and technology transfer. The European watchwords of the past 20 years.

essential: 'The diversity of national systems
must continue. It stops us repeating our
mistakes and permits new initiatives. It also
benefits scientific research. The interaction
between scientists from different countries
in E Ubacked projects, each making their
specific contribution, has generated an
extremely creative process which is acceler
ating the dissemination of knowledge
throughout E urope. E uropean funding
should promote multidisciplinary research,
which is often neglected by national pro
grammes, although it is frequently the
source of innovative scientific and techno
logical developments.'
■

(1) Supported by the Fourth Framework Pro
gramme's Targeted SocioE conomie Research
programme (TSE R).

Contact

Jacqueline Senker
SPRU Science and Technology Policy
Research Unit
University of Sussex
F a x : + 4 4  1273 685 865
j.m.senker@sussex.ac.uk
www.sussex.ac.uk/spru/psr/psr.html

In the labs
In addition to the structural analysis of
national public research policies, a field
survey was conducted among 392 human
genetics laboratories in seven countries:
France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, United Kingdom. 'These laborato
ries are to research what companies are to
the economy: basic production units. Just
as there are SME s and multinationals,
innovators and imitators, pioneers and
developers, so too there are different kinds
of laboratory," explains Philippe Laredo,
who managed the survey.
Human genetics was chosen because it is
representative of a new method of knowl
edge production, is particularly active in
the field of life sciences, adopts a trans
disciplinary approach, and places the
emphasis on applications while at the
same time having direct links with funda
mental research. 'This new method of
knowledge production reflects the way in
which the use of skills and knowledge is
being spread increasingly widely through
out society and the economy. It also
reflects a rebalancing of the roles, with
research increasingly concentrating on
problemsolving.'
The idea was for the laboratories to pro
vide a 'compass card' of research, taking
all their various activities into account:
production of certified knowledge, invol
vement in training, contribution to gaining
competitive advantages, anticipation and
realisation of public objectives, participa

tion in the public debate. Different activity
profiles were defined on the basis of the
way they combined these roles. Despite
the very 'fundamental' nature of their
research, more than half the laboratories
have important links with hospitals and
industry, which does not prevent two
thirds of them also playing a major acade
mic role. 'Our hypothesis is that the more
laboratories open up to other institutions
the more strongly autonomous their strat
egies become, thanks to their involvement
in several different programmes, and their
relations with the socioeconomic world 
companies and hospitals  etc.' These
strategic choices are made in situ, by each
laboratory, and quite independently of cri
teria of nationality or parent institution. It
is this which 'must raise many questions
for the parent institutions and for incen
tive policy, whether regional, national or
European.'

Contact

Philippe Laredo
Centre de Sociologie de l'Innovation
Ecole des Mines de Paris
Laredo@csi.ensmp.fr
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Studies

Accelerating into the future

The Joint Research Centre's IPJS (Institute for Prospective Technological Studies) has just spent two yea
analysing the technological and social changes Europe is set to experience by the year 2010. It sets out a futur
in which the opportunities to be grasped will be matched by the challenges that must be met.
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f there ¡sone thing the often chaotic
twists and turns of history have
I taught us, it is that there is no pre
dicting the future. Nevertheless, prospec
tive studies seek to pave the way to the
future by anticipating major trends. In this
age of accelerating change, it is a task that
is more vital than ever.
This is certainly true for technology, and
first and foremost the revolution in the
information society and life sciences. But it
is also important for the structures and
organisation of society, marked as it is by
the inevitable ageing of the population, the
growing need for sustainable development,
the advent of the knowledgebased econ
omy, and economic and cultural globalisa
tion.
What is more, Europe will face additional
changes triggered by the inherent dynamics
of launching the single currency and mar
ket, plus the arrival of an impressive batch
of new member states.

mia and the public authorities. These consul
tations and the analyses of a large number of
prospective studies in the field of science and
technology, economics, sociology and poli
tics  at national and supranational level 
made it possible to comprehensively chart
this interdependent and ongoing techno
logical change, as well as Europe's competi
tive position in the face of globalisation,
employment, education, demography, and
social changes (and their cost).

components on which the expansion of the
information society is founded, a race dom
inated by the United States and Asia. The
question facing E uropean decisionmakers,
whether in the public or the private sector,
is quite clear: can E urope harness its ener
gies and finally become a force to be reck
oned with on the strategic front of the
emerging technologies  such as new
microchip generations, ¡mage technologies
and artificial intelligence software?

'What was a significant achievement, we
believe, was the careful sifting and synthe
sis of the source material in a way which
allowed the IPTS to throw key policy issues
into clear relief,' point out Gustavo
Fahrenkrog and Ken Ducatel, who have
coordinated the Futures project for two
years. 'We have found that policymakers
are particularly interested in the reports
precisely because they cross the boundaries
of conventional lines of analysis and policy
concerns.'

Simultaneous challenges

The 'technological dynamo'

Science and industry alone cannot provide
the answer. E urope's ICT sector is already
estimated to be short of around 500 000
information technology experts. By 2003
there could be as many as 1.7 million posts
without the skilled personnel to fill them.
As to the booming life sciences, the pre
sent debate on GMOs makes it perfectly
clear that the serious ethical and political
questions they raise can no longer be
ignored. Europe must find, for itself and on
an international level, a transparent con
sensus position which satisfies public con
cern by clarifying what can be scientifically
defended as acceptable risks.

Each of these developments is a chal
lenge in itself. But the need to reflect on
Europe's future becomes all the more
urgent when one considers that all these
changes will occur simultaneously and
within the next decade. It is impossible to
spread these changes over time. This simul
taneity in itself represents a further chal
lenge, and on a scale unlike anything seen
before. It is this crossanalysis of the inter
actions between these imminent changes
which is the distinctive feature of the
approach adopted by the Futures project
(see box).

The Futures report stresses the determin
ing role ofinformation and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) and life sciences, view
ing them as the two driving forces in the
'technological dynamo' which is driving all
the other changes. Europe presents a con
trasting picture in this field. In many
sophisticated applications involving com
plex new technologies  mobile communi
cations, or biotechnological and biomedical
research for example  E urope has achieved
a strong position. The same is true for sec
tors which are increasingly incorporating a
bundle of new technologies, such as trans
port and clean technologies.

This wideranging multidisciplinary study
was launched by the IPTS at the beginning of
1998. Almost 200 experts and policymakers
were involved, drawn from industry, acade

However, over the past two decades
Europe has clearly been lagging behind in
the race to design and develop the basic

Society dictates its needs
The technologies which succeed are
those which are adopted by society. This
means that changes in lifestyle, human
capital, and social problems hold the keys to
the future. In this respect Europe presents a
complex mosaic and the Futures report pre
sents a scenario with increasingly diverse
situations and patterns of social behaviour.
The demographic challenge and its impli
cations for employment could not be
clearer. From 2007, the growth of the work
ing population, which until then will have
continued to rise gently, will begin a long
descent, eventually becoming negative.
There will even be an inversion of the pyra

The upsidedown workforce
The changing proportions of 1524yearolds and 5564yearolds in the total
population  E uropean Union  19952025
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mid, with workers aged between 55 and 65
for the first time outnumbering those aged
between 15 and 24. What is more, it is a
trend with no end in sight. In 2025, the
over65s will account for the equivalent of
38% of the working population, compared
with 25% in 1995. This 'grandpa boom' is
going to affect not only the labour market,
but also society's needs and the problem it
will have paying to meet these.
Such a trend might at first seem like good
news for unemployment. But only  and this
is far from certain  if E urope succeeds in
making the transition to a knowledge
based society without further delay. Educa
tion and training are already facing the
immense task of providing lifelong learning.
In addition to the employment aspects, this
is going to be increasingly necessary in
terms of the daytoday lives of citizens in
all their social and cultural relationships.
'Otherwise there will be a serious mismatch
between what is technologically possible
and what is socially accepted,' points out
JeanMarie Cadiou, IPTS director, in the
introduction to the Futures report summary.
'This issue also raises the spectre of a mul
tipolarised society in E urope, in which we
will not only have traditional divisions
between rich and poor, between core and

periphery, but also new social dividing lines
such as the 'haves' and 'have nots' of
knowledge, the work rich and the work
poor, and the wealthy retired as opposed to
those on minimum incomes.'

ment will further add to these scale effects,
while at the same time presenting the Union
with delicate problems of internal cohesion.
We must establish solid pillars for joint poli
cies while at the same time respecting the
increased diversity of situations.'
■
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At European level
One of the key lessons to be drawn from
the Futures analyses is that none of the
challenges we are facing can be met with
out adopting a common Europewide strat
egy. This is for the simple reason that polit
ically  and in terms of regional or global
governance in the context of a globalised
world  the necessary changes are only pos
sible if the E uropean Union as a whole is
totally committed to achieving them. 'A cru
cial advantage lies in the formidable poten
tial available to Europeans due to the effects
of scale stemming from the size of their
community,' explain Gustavo Fahrenkrog
and Ken Ducatel. 'There are many areas in
which efforts are still uselessly fragmented
and this holds us back. E xamples include
standards for electronic payment systems,
and, more generally, the need for a com
bined voice in international arenas on issues
such as genetically modified organisms and
the reduction in greenhouse gases. Enlarge

Last February the Futures project culmi
nated in a major conference in Brussels
to present its results. The 15 reports pro
viding a comprehensive summary of its
work can all be downloaded from the
website at: http://futures.jrc.es
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Biomedlcine

Diabetes reveals its genes

Diabetes and its complications are a growing public health concern in Europe. To understand the role ofgenet
determinism in this complex disease, a consortium of European laboratories has gathered medical data on
several thousand diabetes families and defined a common approach based on post-genomic analysis. The a
is to develop new medicines and an experimental methodology which can be applied to other complex diseas
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or the physiologist, diabetes is an illness whose main symptom is the
presence of sugars in the urine. For
the doctor, there is diabetes... and diabetes.
This is because the presence of sugars in the
urine can be a symptom of two very different diseases. Type 1 diabetes, which accounts
for about 10% of all diabetes patients,
affects young people and causes a progressive destruction of the pancreas. Type 2 is
an illness of later life and involves a loss of
sensitivity to insulin, the hormone secreted by the pancreas. Also known as noninsulin-dependent diabetes,
type 2 diabetes affects more
than 100 million people
worldwide and becomes increasingly common with age.
In Europe, diabetes and its
serious complications - such
as blindness, kidney complaints and cardiovascular
problems - account for 8% of
all medical costs.

type 2 diabetes is a mucigenic and polyfactoral disease.
The question therefore is how to identify
the role of genetics as distinct from lifestyle,
and how to determine what genes are
involved. This is the task of GIF (Genome
Integrated Force on Type 2 diabetes), a European research network coordinated by
Philippe Froguel and financed by the EU.(1)
As in any study of medical genetics, the
first step is to gather data on patient fami-

complex disease is to combine a traditional
genetic study with a post-genomic approach. The term itself is a contraction of
'genetic' and 'informatie', and indicates the
new horizons opening up to biomedical
research, which is seeking to understand
and interpret the vast amount of information now available on the human genome
sequence,' explains Philippe Froguel.

nase and for the nuclear transcription factor for hepatocytes. This was the first
experimental proof of the role of genetic
determinism in diabetes. However, in the
vast majority of type 2 diabetes cases the
genes do not actually cause the illness but
rather predispose a particular individual to
developing it in interaction with what are
known as environmental risk factors, such
as age, nutrition, weight or lack of physical
activity. To use the jargon of the experts,

lifestyles and diet. GIFT entered these
British, Danish, French and Swedish data
into a single database - one of the biggest
in the world, and one which is soon to have
its own Internet site.

This is where the post-genomic approach
comes in. One of GIFT'S objectives is to
apply the advanced techniques of DNA
biochip or microarray technology to the
study of diabetes. This makes it possible,
simultaneously and automatically, to
analyse the level of expression of several
thousand genes (see box). These diabetes
biochips will be developed in cooperation
with the ValiGene biotechnology company
in Paris, as part of the EU's incentive policy

GIFT'S Danish partner is responsible for
the genetic epidemiological study to identify which genes predispose
an individual to developing
diabetes, their position on the
chromosomes and their
sequences. A British team is
providing the necessary expertise in the field of bioinformatics and statistical
analysis. This first research
stage has already made considerable progress, identifying
on chromosome 20 a DNA
sequence (a locus) which is
significant for the predisposition to develop type 2 diabetes. But it is one thing to
Genetic determinism
identify
the genes involved in
The fondus oculis of the diabetes subject. The head of the optical nerve
is visible
(clear spot) as well as indications of bleeding (irregular spots).
the
predisposition
and quite
In the early 1990s, a team
another
to
determine
their
headed by the French genetilevel
of
expression
under
normal
or
pathocist Philippe Froguel of the Institut Pasteur lies. Several teams had already collected
in Lille showed that a sub-form of type 2 anonymous medical records on patients logical conditions, i.e. their level of trandiabetes could be caused by mutations of suffering from type 2 diabetes, complete scription into RNA which will in turn be
the coding genes for the enzyme glucoki- with DNA samples and information on translated into protein.

The post-genomic approach
But how can such a vast amount of information be used? 'The only way to understand the genetic determinism of such a

Biomedlclne

to create a genuine E uropean DNA biochips
industry able to rival US supremacy.
These chips will be used to study the level
of expression of predisposition genes both
in man and in animal diabetes models. This
should make it possible to identify a num
ber of potentially susceptible genes, the
role of which can then be tested in man.

Molecular clues
to developing new drugs
research on genetic predisposition in multi
What results can be expected? It could be

factoral diseases. 'Our work on diabetes

supposed that a programme based on pre

could serve as an experimental paradigm

disposition genes would yield results in the

for the study of other diseases which

field of prevention, for example identifying

remain an enigma to biomedical research,'

patients genetically likely to develop the

explains Philippe Froguel, citing 'cancer,

disease before they actually become ill. But

hypertension, neurodegenerative diseases

this is not the area the GIFT researchers are

such as Alzheimer's disease, and obesity' as

concentrating on, believing the lifestyle

possible examples.

Microencapsulated islets of Langerhans.
Complete pancreas transplants have been
carried out for a number of years. Researchers
are now studying the possibility of
transplanting islets of Langerhans which can
already be separated from the rest of the
pancreas. Experiments have proved successful
on rats and dogs, but are not yet conclusive for
man. Research is currently concentrating on
transplanting pig islets.

jf
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influence to be too great to envisage any
genetic screening. On the other hand, the
study of predisposition genes could produce
significant results in the field of pharma
ceutical research. A knowledge of the levels

(1) GIFT received 1.94 million euros from the EU's
Biomedicine programme (FP4) and is continuing
to be funded under the new programme, Quality
of life and living resources.

Genes and biochips

of expression of the genes involved in a pre
disposition to diabetes could provide mole
cular clues to developing new drugs. If a
particular gene is found to be overexpres
sed in a diabetes patient, molecules could
be developed to interact with the protein
coded by this gene and thereby reduce its
harmful effect. This is one of the most
promising industrial applications of post
genomics.
The consortium is currently establishing
links with several E uropean pharmaceutical
groups with a view to developing new forms
of treatment based on the genes discov
ered. This is why patent applications have
been made for these genes. There are also
plans to launch a E uropean startup com
pany specialising in diabetes genomics.
Finally, the consortium's study will make it
possible to adopt a j o i n t approach for

Contacts

Philippe Froguel,
CNRS, Institut Pasteur de Lille (FR)
froguel@xenope.univlille2.fr
Bernard Mulligan,
Research DG
bernard.mulligan@cec.eu.int

In a 'diabetes biochip', short oligonucleotides
specific to diabetes predisposition genes 
taken from the RNA preparations of a dia
betes patient, for example  are deposited
and fixed on the biochip surface. When this
comes into contact with a DNA sample to be
analysed, the nucleic acids it contains that
correspond to the expression of the targeted
predisposition genes will hybridise (i.e. form
a double strand molecule) with prilers
attached to the biochip. This hybridisation
triggers an optical signal which is then auto
matically analysed.

Biomaterials

Building the new man

Biomaterials which can be used to repair human organs or tissues are no longer the stuff of sciencefiction.T
are being used increasingly often in skin regeneration, and this will soon be the case for bones, the liver an
the kidneys too. Small European businesses are competing in a global market  estimated at several tens o
billions of euros  in this highly competitivefieldwhich has revolutionary implications for the health and well
being of millions of severely handicapped people.

Π

he medical applications of biomate

tory problems. 'If these lesions persist,

to avoid rejection by the patient's immune

rials in plastic surgery are increas

sometimes the only solution is to amputate

system. This made it necessary to construct a

ingly operational and are destined to

the leg,' point out Claudio de Luca and

kind of threedimensional scaffold of bio

become generalised. The results of several

Alessandra Pavesio, who are coordinating a

compatible materials which would stimulate

research projects supported by the Indus

project called Development of a Biodegrad

the growth and production of both cell types

trial

pro

able Scaffold for DermoE pidermal Grafts

within the damaged tissues themselves. This

gramme' 1 ' testify to the E uropean presence

at an Italian company, Fidia Advanced

3D architecture also had to be nontoxic,

in this area of innovative treatments.121

Biopolymers (FAB).

Materials

and Technologies

Although it is a very active field of

One of this project's aims was to regener

research worldwide, E urope had not previ

ate a perfectly natural skin in a single stage

ously played a very significant role in skin

 a skin comprising both the dermis, princi

nonimmunogenic and biodegradable, and
to possess the necessary mechanical, physi
cal and biological properties.

From design to clinical trials

research. Yet there is a huge demand,

pally made up of fibrous tissue, and the epi

mainly from burn and ulcer patients. Dia

dermis, mainly consisting of keratinocytes.

betes sufferers, for example, frequently

Another important objective was to use

The project owes its success largely to the

develop ulcers on their feet due to circula

autologous cells (i.e. those of the recipient)

way it managed to bring together comple
mentary skills from universities and indus
try. As a company, FAB is well known for its

t

excellence in the development of biocom

Prefabricated bones

patible materials, using, as the basic ele
ments, derivatives

of hyaluronic acid, a

polysaccharide which plays a significant
Although life expectancy for the inhabi
tants of industrialised countries has almost
doubled during the 20th century, there is
another side to the coin. Cases of bone dis
ease, and the incidence of fractures caused
by excessively fragile bones, are constantly
rising. Today a number of ways of reconsti
tuting the damaged bone segments are
possible. One of them  the most exciting
one according to Joost de Bruijn of the
Dutch company IsoTis  is the subject of
the Isobone project. Apart from the project
coordinator, IsoTis, there are two other
companies  Novamont SpA (I) and Cinpres
(UK)  and four universities'11 working on
the project.
The aim is to rebuild the bone tissue using
a biocompatible and biodegradable matrix
on which autologous cells (such as the
patient's bone marrow cells) are grown.
This approach has a number of advan
tages. It rules out any possibility of rejec
tion, unlike grafts using cells from a donor.
It also avoids the need for two exhausting,
or even dangerous, major operations  one
to take a sample of healthy bone and the

role in the skin as one of the major compo
nents of its extracellular matrix. HDB, a Bel
gian company with engineering knowhow
acquired in textile polymers, joined forces

ftfe

with FAB to scale production up to an

Histological section of porous calcium phosphate
particles on which bone marrow cells have been
cultured after which they have been subcuta
neously implanted for 6 weeks. After implanta
tion, the cultured cells have produced abundant
amounts of bone tissue (purple stained tissue).

industrial level. The in vitro and in vivo
preclinical testing was carried out by four
teams

from

the

Deutsches

Krebsfor

schungszentrum and the RheinischeWest
fälische Technische Hochschule  RWTH (D),
the PASTISCNRSM institute (I), and the

other for the graft onto the weakened
bone. The feasibility of this technique has
already been demonstrated in practice,
which means that prospects for the future
are excellent.

London Hospital Medical College  LHMC
(UK).
Next came the clinical trials. Researchers
from LHMC and RWTH drew up the protocols
and made the evaluations for several kinds of

(1) University of Twente (NL), Instituto Nacional
de Engenharia Biomedica and the University of
Minho (Ρ), Brunei University (UK).

wound such as burns, tattoos and sores.
'About 1000 patients have already received
skin grafts,' estimates Mr de Luca. 'This mul
tidisciplinary cooperation has enabled us to
undertake the whole chain of activities, from
materials design to clinical trials.' FAB now

Contact
I joost.de.bruijn@isotis.com

has an 800m 2 cell culture unit.

Biomaterials

New membranes for biohybrid organs

We are still a long way from creating
complete new internal organs  whether
kidneys or livers  but notable improve
ments can be made to existing methods
of external dialysis. This is what members
of the Development and Testing of Mem
branes for Biohybrid Systems project are
trying to do. The project coordinator is
Thomas Groth of the German research
centre GKSS. 'Haemodialysis treatment,
for example, involves a number of
unwanted sideeffects,' he explains. 'The
filtration not only eliminates toxic ele
ments but also those useful to the body.'
Membranes in biohybrid systems must
fulfil a triple function. They must permit
the transport of nutrients, cellular prod
ucts and oxygen, protect donor cells
(whether animal or human) from the
recipient's immune system, and ensure

The challenge has been met. But it is not
unique. As Uta Faure, scientific officer at
the Research DG, reminds us: 'This project
is part of a deliberate policy to boost
Europe's industrial competitiveness.' This
same objective is reflected in two more pro
jects, and with equally impressive results
(see boxes): one on bone repair and the
other on membrane design for biohybrid
systems. When it comes to surgery, Europe
is well and truly in the third millennium. ■

that specific cells from the natural organ
remain present.
Two types of membrane have been
developed by this project, which is being
conducted by the GKSS in association
with a small Dutch firm, Holland Bioma
terials Group, a German company, Frese
nius Medical Care Deutschland GmbH,
and researchers from the Berlin Univer
sity Hospital (D), Patras University (GR)
and Strathclyde University in Glasgow
(Scotland).
Scanning electron micrograph cross-section
(50 micron scale) of asymmetric polymer
membranefor biohybrid organs based on
polyacrylonitrile.

Contact I Thomas Groth, GKSS
I thomas.groth@gkss.de

(1) More commonly known as the BriteE uRam
programme (199498), under the Fourth Frame
work Programme.
(2) On 13 April a number of particularly interest
ing projects were presented to the media in Brus
sels, at an event organised by the E uropean Com
mission. Three of them are described here.

This scanning electron microscope (SEM)
picture shows fibroblasts of human skin
growing and adhering to the threedimensional scaffold of the biocompatible
material Laserskin ® developed by FAB.

Contacts

Alessandra Pavesio,
Claudio de Luca  FAB
apavesio@fidiapharma.it
rdfab@protec.it
Would you like to know more?
www.biomateria.com/
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Debate

This doublepage forum aims to provide a flexible and informal platform for reports, thoughts, opinions and statistics

which we believe warrant a wider audience. The forum is designed to be an invitation to discussion and debate, and a
place for ideas  with which we trust our readers will keep us well supplied.
[Contact: Michel Claessens  Fax: +322295.82.20  email: michel.claessens@cec.eu.int]

The prize-winner's
words

I"

'Chance, or rather a combination of
chances, olayed a determining role in the
way our research developed. We could even
easily stand accused of not always having
had very precise objectives or extensively
developed hypotheses ... And I believe our
experience is very illustrative of the nature
of fundamental research: often unpre
dictable, at times erratic, not always
answering what was believed to be a simple
question, but regularly opening up such
broad horizons that a lifetime could be
spent exploring each one ... The most
important advances made by science are by
nature unforeseeable and the presentation
sometimes made after the event often
reflects a reordering of reality, designed to
attribute to its authors a foresight which
they often did not have.'

Figures
■ Alcohol  Monday morning blues? Mon
days in Scotland bring a 20% increase in
fatal heart attacks among men. Strange?
One of the explanations is apparently
excess alcohol consumption over the week
end. This is the view of Dr Christine E vans
(University of Glasgow and Scottish National
Health Service) writing in the British Med
ical Journal following a major epidemiolog
ical study.
■ Birds  of the 10 000 species of birds that
started the last millennium, 2 000 did not
make it to the end. Deforestation, oil slicks

å—



Marc Parmentier, professor at the Univer
sité Libre de Bruxelles, on receiving the
1999 Prix Francqui.

Proposal

instructed on how it should best organise
and schedule its activities.
In regard to research and development, tar
geted calls for specific subcategories could
be issued by the E uropean Commission to
attract the best expertise.
But what is lacking at present is an active
followup of known research results. Such
followup would ensure that these results
help to solve problems and also encourage
the support measures (financial, adminis
trative, legal, etc.) required for a global
solution.

Problems ... and solutions
The spirit behind the Fifth Framework Pro
gramme, and more than likely behind the
next one too, is 'problemsolving'  and
society's problems in particular.
To make the process as effective as possible,
it could be appropriate to make a global The monitoring could cover a sufficient
assessment of questions which must be number of years to take account of previous
solved as a priority. In which case a group of studies. These success stories could be pre
experts should be charged with identifying sented to the general public. It would then
these priorities and analysing in detail all be possible to subsequently increase the
the necessary stages  and not only in terms budget for research programmes.
of research  in genuinely solving the André Pirlet, Project Manager, CEN  Euro
respective problems. This analysis could be pean Committee for Standardisation
carried out by a 'project' in its own right, andre.pirlet@cenorm.be

do their work. This is the assessment of John
Fitzpatrick of the ornithological laboratory
at New York's Cornell University. Without
these attacks on its habitat, a species
should survive a million years.
■ New technologies  Between 25% and
50% of economic growth comes from tech
nological progress  When a company
adopts an innovation, it sees its workforce
increase by 30% in just a few years and its
salaries increase by 25% after three years 
Europe devotes 1.8% of its GDP to research
(compared to 2.8 % in the USA and 3% in
Japan) and researchers account for 0.25%
of the workforce, compared to 0.70% in the
USA and 0.60% in Japan  More than 2 mil

lion new jobs have been created recently in
hightech sectors in the United States The
information and communication technolo
gies sector is short of 500 000 professionals
in E urope (15% of current jobs)  a figure
that could reach 1.6 million in 2002.
Between 1995 and 2005, E urope's work
force is set to increase by 6.9 million, but it
will then fall by 2.2 million between 2005
and 2015  The 25% of Europe's population
represented by pensioners in 1995 will have
increased to 38% by 2025. Source: 77ie IPTS
Futures Project, Research, Technology and
Employment  Perspectives towards 2010.
m BSE  E urope has about 41 million cattle
over 2 years of age. 1% of these are consid

Debate

Letters
Personal Opinion
Why not a bridge language?
As an interpreter providing simultaneous
translation at a conference on E uropean
research, Guillaume Giraud decided to react
to Commissioner Philippe Busquin's remarks
on the cost of patents in Europe, which are
much higher than in the United States
owing, in particular, to the need to translate
them into different languages, and the pro
posal for them to be limited to E nglish. He
springs to the defence of Esperanto:
'It is a solution which really does merit seri
ous consideration, and I speak in full knowl
edge of the facts: I am a very rational
thinker, which enabled me to obtain a
diploma in civil engineering at Lille, I
learned E nglish, German, Spanish and Ital
ian at school (each language presenting its
own difficulties, particularities, etc.), and it
was just two years ago that I heard about
Esperanto and decided to learn it, ignoring
the prejudices.
I was astounded! It is so easy to learn (150
hours of courses compared to 1,500 hours
for E nglish!). What neutrality of concep
tion! What flexibility and unique precision
compared to other E uropean languages!
In short, an ¡deal solution as a bridge lan
guage between E urope's languages, with
out favouring any one country by choosing
a national language, whichever one it is.

ered to be at risk. From 2001, compulsory
postmortem rapid detection tests will be
carried out on a 1 in 10 random sample of
this group, that is 40 000 animals. This deci
sion was taken by the E U's Veterinary Com
mittee, following a Commission proposal.
■ Bug  With more than 800 000 visitors
expected compared to 650 000 in 1999,
with 8 000 exhibitors setting up their
stands in an area of 415 000 m2, the 2000
CeBIT fair, E urope's largest international
fair for information and communication
technologies, held in Hannover, Germany
from 23 February to 1 March, was bigger
than ever. But technology nevertheless dis
rupted the CeBIT's opening ceremony when

I am of course well aware that this could
bring a lot of changes, especially in the
translation/interpreting sector in which I
earn my living. But I am convinced that the
future of Europe and the unity of European
nations must lie with a common auxiliary
language (like the common currency now
being introduced). I am therefore ready to
make sacrifices to achieve this goal, even if
it means changing my line of work.'
Guillaume Giraud
Transia torin terprêter
gcgiraud@compuserve.com

Science and
philosophy
Philosophy should be taught at French
polytechnic, science and medical faculties.
The proposal was submitted by Dominique
Lecpurt, who teaches at ParisVII and
believes that 'there is a considerable
demand from the students; they want sci
ence to be presented to. them other than
from a purely technical viewpoint.'
■

a short circuit in Hannover's public trans
port operating system shut down the metro
line serving the exhibition for several hours.
The result was thousands of visitors stuck
for hours in monster traffic jams. The event
was further disrupted by other computing
failures over subsequent days (blocked
turnstiles, etc.).

Carmen Angulo is a physicist with a doc
torate from the University of Seville, cur
rently working at the Centre de Recherches
du Cyclotron at the Université Catholique
de LouvainlaNeuve (Belgium). After
spending 10 years at a number of Euro
pean research centres  in G ermany,
France and Belgium  she decided to apply
for a permanent research post at the
Fonds National de la Recherche Scien
tifique (FNRS) in Belgium.
'I was told on the telephone that appli
cants to the FNRS need a diploma from a
Belgian Frenchspeaking university. In
May 1999 I therefore started work on a
thesis for a certificate providing access to
teaching posts in higher education. But
when I read the FNRS regulations closely
I realised that applicants must have a
doctoral thesis submitted to a Belgian
Frenchspeaking university. A thesis for a
certificate to teach in higher education is
not enough. In order to get round the
FNRS regulations, it has been suggested
that I should present a second doctoral
thesis in physics. This seems inconceiv
able to me as I have been a doctor of
physics since 1992!
'I am very surprised, and above all very
disappointed.
'How is it possible for a Belgian federal
organisation for scientific research to
have regulations which do not provide
equal opportunities for E uropean work
ers? How is it possible for the FNRS to
have regulations which render access for
nonBelgians to permanent posts even
more difficult?
'These regulations are in contradiction
with the aims of the E uropean Commis
sion's research policy, and its scientific
mobility and exchange programmes from
which I benefited for several years. Mobil
ity and exchange are very enriching for
society and for the individual researcher,
but when it comes to finding a research
post all these legal obstacles are simply
unacceptable.
'How is it going to be possible to create a
European research area when the
national research programmes of Mem
ber States are not open to nonnationals?
What is the purpose of all my years of
training financed by Europe?'
Carmen Angulo
angulo @ eye. ucl.ac. be
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News in brief
Women and Science

t

'Scientific research, like other sectors of the
labour market, reflects the tensions in society as a whole, with its inequalities and
power struggles. It is therefore important
not to consider the world of research and
the organisation of scientific work as an
area in which social positions are ideally
and fairly distributed, but rather as a social
segment produced by society, influenced by
its values and regulated by its modes of
organisation.' This is the conclusion of the
report Science policies in the European
Union: Promoting excellence through
mainstreaming gender equality. Produced
by a group of 12 senior women scientists
from the Commission-sponsored ETAN
(European Technology Assessment Network), this document sets out the debates
held at the conference Women and Science:
making change happen, which took place in
Brussels on 3-4 April 1999. The aim of the
conference was to hold a wide debate
among scientists on the under-representation of women in European research, and to
discuss appropriate ways of remedying it at
the various levels of implementation of
research policies.
More than 450 people took part, of whom
88% were women. 3 1 % of participants
worked in scientific research, 25% in the
management of research, and 19% are

responsible for policy making. The results of
the two-day conference form part of a
broader process which will develop further
as part of the European research area.
The report of the ETAN group is the first
publication to present statistics at a European level on the situation of women scientists. It tells us, for example, that while
women make up at least half the students
in the 'first cycle' (first two years of university studies), their numbers diminish at
more advanced levels of study, and fall even
more dramatically as careers progress. In
the Netherlands just 5% of university lecturers are women, and in Finland just 18%.
'The facts and figures highlighted by this
report are scandalous,' declares the group's
rapporteur Teresa Rees, a lecturer at Cardiff
University. 'They show that women scientists of real merit are systematically
excluded to make room for mediocre men.'
An angry outburst? Perhaps not. While not
wanting to generalise, when Christine
Wenneras and Agnes Wold looked at the
evaluation procedure of the Swedish Medical Council they found it to be flagrantly
discriminatory: the simple fact of being a
man gives a candidate a 'bonus' equivalent
to 20 high-level scientific publications.
So how to reverse the trend? By setting out
the demands and the ways of achieving

them. Four demands were formulated at the
first Women and Science conference in
1998: the creation of a Women and Science
sector within the Commission; an undertaking by the latter to promote women in science; more representation for women on
decision-making bodies; and the production of a statistical report on the gender situation. While these four demands have
been met (a Women and Science section
has been set up under the Improving
Human Potential programme), the need
now is to use these measures to achieve
real progress in gender mainstreaming that is the will to make systematic advances
in equal opportunities. Introduced by Eryl
McNally, Member of the European Parliament and rapporteur on women and science, the conference ended with the presentation of a series of recommendations in
the presence of Commissioner Busquin.
These are addressed to the EU and its institutions, the member states, organisations
involved in research and technological
development, and scientists - both men and
women. 'We do not want any more expressions of sympathy. We are looking for genuine commitment to change,' concluded
Hilary Rose, professor of sociology at London's City University, http://www.cordis.lu/
improving/src/hp_ women.htm

Precaution: a European definition
'The decision whether or not to invoke the
precautionary principle is made when scientific information is incomplete, inconclusive or uncertain, and when indications
suggest that the possible effects on the
environment or human, animal or vegetable
health could be dangerous and incompatible with the level of protection chosen.' This
definition, if it can be considered as such, is
included in a Communication submitted by
the European Commissioners to the Parlia-

ment and Council, published last February.
The Commissioners reiterate that deciding
what is an acceptable level of risk for society is a political decision. The question is, in
complex fields where zero risk is rare if not
non-existent, should one act, not act, legislate or make recommendations? Measures
taken, the document states, 'must be proportionate to the level of protection sought
... be based on an examination of the potential benefits and costs of acting or not act-

ing (including, if applicable and where possible, an analysis of economic profitability);
be re-examined in the light of new scientific data and maintained as long as scientific information remains incomplete,
imprecise or inconclusive and as long as the
risk is deemed to be too serious for society
to bear ... they must also be capable of
awarding responsibility for producing the
necessary scientific proof to permit a more
complete risk assessment.'
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Biotechnologies: research entrepreneurs
Biotechnology is a high-tech sector with
many new and efficient companies which
are a major source of new jobs. Some of
these have been founded by researchers
seeking to benefit from their discoveries
and to launch themselves into the world of
innovation. But many scientists are reluctant to take this step and to enter a world
with unfamiliar rules. So that they do not
give up or fail in their ambitions, the Commission is supporting a series of intensive

three-day workshops allowing these potential entrepreneur-researchers to acquire the
tools and know-how they need to achieve
their aims - most notably by means of software designed for their specific needs.
'The aim is to provide scientists with the
skills and knowledge they need to set up
coherent projects which will interest venture
capitalists,' explains Michel Lepers of EuroBiobiz, who runs the Biobiz® training programme. Seventy-one researchers attended

these workshops in a number of European
cities in 1998 and 1999. The next workshops
will be held between June and October in
Stockholm, Dublin, London, Berlin, Tel-Aviv,
Eindhoven, Lyon and Lisbon.
Registration: Michel Lepers, tel.: + 33 4 73
64 43 36 - fax: +33 4 73 64 43 37
michel_lepers@compuserve.com
http://europa.eu.int/comm/research/biotec
h/biocours.html

Young scientists at zero gravity
When an aircraft climbs at full throttle,
then suddenly plunges earthwards at an
angle of 45°, a state of zero gravity is experienced in the aircraft cabin for up to a
minute. This zero gravity can be used to
permit scientific experiments and observations comparable to those carried out in
space. Since 1994 the European Commis-

sion and the European Space Agency have
given young science students the chance to
share in the experience - and the experiments. Thirty international teams - about
120 students in all - have been selected to
go on the next series of these extraordinary
flights, at Bordeaux-Mérignac airport in
France between 16 and 27 October. With

projects in fluid physics, materials behaviour, optics, biology, etc., this year's experiments cover all disciplines.
Contact: Erica Rolfe - ESA/ESTEC
sci- web@ estec. esa.nl
http://www.estec.esa.nl/outreach/pfc
http://www.esa.int

which forms part of a wide-ranging debate
on science and society. Supported by the
European Union, the 'Physics on Stage' initiative aims to reverse the current trend. It is
essentially a vast brainstorming exercise
carried out in 22 European countries
throughout the year and involving scientists, teachers, institutions and the media in

an attempt to develop new approaches and
innovative teaching and communication
aids. These will then be presented at the
CERN Science Festival in Geneva during this
year's European Week for Science and Technology, 6-11 November.
http://www.estec.esa.nl/outreach/pos

Physics out of favour
Why does physics leave Europeans cold?
Why are fewer and fewer young people opting to study it? Europe's leading research
institutes (ESA, CERN, ESO) have teamed up
with a number of partners - among them
the European Physical Society and the European Association for Astronomy Education inan attempt to get to the root of a problem

The challenges of telemedicine
Diagnosis, treatment, monitoring, distance
learning: telemedicine has developed significantly over the past decade. An international symposium will assess the current
state of progress on the treatment front
(home care, elderly patients, isolated
regions, etc.), the role of on-line develop-

ments in training, technological advances
and their applications, and the ethical and
legal issues raised by telemedicine. With
support from the Improving Human Potential programme, young researchers from
the EU and some 15 other countries will be
attending the event which will include

speeches and debates, workshops and presentations of projects and other activities.
The symposium will be held in Gothenburg
(Sweden) from 27 June to 1 July.
Contact: Lena Berglund - Telia Research
lena.i.berglund@telia.se
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■ First world conference Et exhibition on
Biomass for Energy  59/6/2000 
Seville (E)
www.etaflorence.it/sevilla.htm
m European Business Summit  9
11/6/2000 Summit  Brussels (B) 
Organised by UNICE
www.unice.org
m JRCAlumni Event  Theme: "Science
ft Governance"  2930/6/2000  Ispra (I)
Guelperi.vural@cec.eu.int
m Taking the opportunity! SMEs and EU
Framework Programme V
2930/6/20000porto (P)
smedays@adi.pt
www.adi.pt/smedays
www.cordis.lu/sme/src/evoporto.htm
m XXI Ind Congress of the Collegium
Internationale NeuroPsychopharmaco
logieum.[C\UP)  913/7/2000 
Brussels (B)
laurence@iceo.be
www. cinp2000. com/
m European Workshop on Aviation,
Aerosols, Contrails and Cirrus Clouds 
1012/7/2000Seeheim(D)
ulrich.schumann@dlr.de
www.op.dlr.de/ipa/meetin_e.html
m EurOCEAN 2000  The European
Conference on Marine Science and
Ocean Technology Hamburg (D),
29/8-2/9/ 2000
ana.marques@cec.eu.int
www.cordis.lu/eesd/src/ev290800.htm
europa.eu.int/comm/research/envsc/eur
ocean.html
■ NEODIET European Conference on
the Nutritional enhancement of plant
based foods  69/9/ 2000  Norwich
(UK)  First European research meeting
focused on the consumer benefits of
biotechnology applied to food production.
ifr.communications@bbsrc.ac.uk
www. ¡frn.bbsrc. ac. uk/NE0DIET/
■ High Mountain Lakes and Streams:
Indicators of a Changing World 
48/9/2000  Innsbruck (A)
hmls2000@uibk.ac.at
http://zoology.uibk.ac.at/congress/
m 7th European Assembly on Telework
and New Ways of Working 
1315/09/2000, London, U.K.
www. tele work2000. com/
■ A Changing Atmosphere  8th Europ.
Symposium on the physicochemical
behaviour of air pollution 
1822/9/2001 Turin (I)
frank.raes@jrc.it
m Conference on Research Infrastruc
tures 1820/9/2000  Strasbourg (F)
http://www.cordis.lu/improving/src/
ari_conf.htm
■ 12th European Union Contest for
Young Scientists  1824/9/2000 
Amsterdam (NL).

Finding your way through the maze of patents
Patents are key to technological develop
ment, not only because it is vital to protect
the innovations that result from a research
project, but also because they are them
selves a fertile source of new innovations.
European and national patent offices are a
veritable goldmine of technological litera
ture from which research bodies and com
panies  and especially SME s  can draw
useful ideas for developing their activities.
Thanks to the esp@cenet system, created
by the E uropean Patent Office, this wealth
of information can now be consulted via

the Web. The problem is that for nonspe
cialists it is far from easy to find their way
around this vast library. The IPR Helpdesk
(Intellectual Property Rights Helpdesk) at
the E uropean Commission (Innovation and
SMEs programme) has therefore just
launched a multimedia 'tutorial' which pro
vides online instruction on how to make
targeted searches in this huge reservoir of
ideas. This particularly userfriendly tool is
certainly worth checking out.
www.iprhelpdesk.org/mm/esptut/index.htm

Sounding the alarm
If E urope is not quick enough to invest in
developing a broadband communication
network accessible to its researchers, its
scientific and technological potential will
be considerably handicapped compared to
the formidable dynamic these new infor
mation highways are giving US research.
This is the alarm cry sounded in February by
the E uropean Science Foundation and
Academia E uropaea (an association of
1 850 individual E uropean scientists). These
two organisations are making a joint and
urgent appeal to the national authorities
and the European Union to fund the invest
ment to provide access to such a network,

not only for university research institutes
but ultimately for the educational system
as a whole. They stress the need to extend
the funding of the TE N155 (TransE uro
pean Network at 155 Mbit/sec) network,
scheduled to end at the end of May 2000,
till the decision is made at the end of the
year on its successor, known as the GEANT
Network  with a capacity of several giga
bits/sec. This objective was included in the
Communication, Towards a E uropean re
search area.

www.esf.org/ftp/pdf/SciencePolicy/ESPB7.pdf

Green prize for European composites
Almost a million tonnes of fibrereinforced
plastic products are produced every year in
Europe by around 10 000 companies  most
of them SME s  especially in fields such as
shipbuilding. Traditional methods use com
ponents such as polyester resins, which
pose real problems in terms of safety, stor
age and handling, as well as solvents whose
fumes pose a serious threat to the health of
workers. As part of its materials research,
the E nvirocomp project (BriteE uRam pro

gramme) has developed a new generation
of thermoplastic composites which present
none of the damaging environmental and
health aspects of traditional techniques
while offering clearly'improved physical
and economic performances. E nvirocomp
was awarded a prestigious prize at the
European Composites Days, held in Paris
from 18 to 21 April 2000.
www3.integra.fr/jec/html/frame2.html
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eEurope on line
What are the aims of eE urope? Who do
they concern? What will this initiative lead
to for companies, citizens, young people,
researchers? Is electronic commerce reli
able? What are online health and intelli
gent transport? Answers to all these ques
tions and a great deal more information on

digital technologies are available at a new
site launched by the European Commission.
The eEurope initiative aims to give society
as a whole the means of access to the new
information technologies, and received
clear backing and encouragement from the
Lisbon E uropean Council on employment,

economic reform and social cohesion, held
in March.

Publications

■ Guide européen relatif aux critères de
qualité des clichés de radiodiagnostic en
pédiatrie, EURI 6261, ISBN 9282873390,
eesd@cec.eu.int
■ Summaries of research projects sup
ported by Biomed 2 (199498), vol. 1,
ISBN 9282874265, vol. 2,
ISBN 9282873153,
renate, riede@cec.eu. int

project results, (PR), EUR19100,
ISBN 9282877574, eesd@cec.eu.int
■ Forest research capacities in 18
European countries, (PR), EUR19217,
ISBN 9282875768, EurOp
■ E cosystems research report n°32:
The Adriatic Sea, (Cf.P), EURI8834,
ISBN 9282857441, eesd@cec.eu.int

General
■ Towards a European research area,
Communication of the E uropean
Commission, ISBN 9282887197,
research@cec.eu.int
■ The planet under pressure, leaflet,
CG6298ENC, research@cec.eu.int
Agriculture, Food, Bioechnology
■ Inventory of public Biotechnology RftD
programmes in Europe, Vol. 1, E UR
18886/1, Vol. 2, EUR 18886/2,
isabelle.wolff@cec.eu.int
■ Pathogenic microorganisms in poultry
and eggs. 8. New technology for safe and
shelfstable products, (PR), EUR19214,
ISBN 9282874427, EurOp
■ Interactions of food matrix with small
ligands influencing flavour and texture,
(PR), E UR19228, ISBN 928287902X,
EurOp
■ Activity report (199798) of COST
actions in the domain of food sciences and
technology, (PR), EUR19219,
ISBN 9282877221, E urOp
■ Issues in the dialogue between uncon
ventional and orthodox medicines, (PR),
EUR19110, ISBN 9282874346, EurOp
■ Diagnosis, monitoring and prevention of
microorganisms associated with contami
nation of poultry meat, eggs and egg
products, (PR), EUR19215,
ISBN 9282874419, EurOp
■ Alternative crops for sustainable
agriculture, (Cf.P), EUR 19227,
ISBN 9282878317, EurOp
Médecine and Health
■ Guide européen relatif aux critères de
qualité des clichés de radiodiagnostic,
EUR16260, ISBN 9282873382,
eesd@cec.eu.int

Industrial Processes
■ E ntrecruzamiento durante la hidroge
nación del carbón a través de medidas de
hinchamiento. Estudio de su relación con
la conversión del carbón, (PR), EURI8433,
ISBN 9282883132, growth@cec.eu.int
■ Optimierung under Verfahrens und
Maschinentechnik sowie des Reagen
zieneinsatzes im Waschwasserkreislauf,
(PR), E UR17493, ISBN 9282883140,
growth@cec.eu.int
■ Sistema de simulación de minas subter
ráneas de carbon de tamaño mediano o
pequeno. Fase 2, (PR), EURI 8927,
ISBN 9282883159, growth@cec.eu.int
Environment
■ SHIVA: Studies of the hydrology, influ
ence and variability of the Asian summer
monsoon, study, EUR19084, ISBN 92828
77582, eesd@cec.eu.int
■ Research and development in urban
forestry in Europe, (PR), EUR19108,
ISBN 9282875784, EurOp
■ Concerted action on dambreak
modelling, (Cf.P), ISBN 9282871088,
eesd@cec.eu.int
■ First sea trial of Geostar: the geophysi
cal and océanographie E uropean station
for abyssal research, (PR), EURI 8885,
ISBN 9282873919, eesd@cec.eu.int
■ E cosystem response to CO2: the MAPLE

http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/informa
tion_society/eeurope/index_en.htm

Energy  Nuclear fission
■ Gas migration and twophase flow
through engineered and geological barriers
for a deep repository for radioactive waste,
(PR), E UR19122, ISBN 9282881326,
eesd@cec.eu.int
■ E uropean network of testing facilities
for the quality checking of radioactive
waste packages, (PR), EUR19123,
ISBN 9282878171, eesd@cec.eu.int
■ Backfilling and sealing of underground
repositories for radioactive waste in salt,
(PR), E URI9124, ISBN 9282879232
International Cooperation
■ Health research with developing
countries (IncoDC 19941998), (Cat.P),
ISBN 9282873900, inco@cec.eu.int
■ Copernicus 1998: Funded joint research
projects, concerted actions and accompa
nying measures, (Cat.P),
ISBN 9282863050, inco@cec.eu.int
Socioeconomic Research
■ Defence restructuring and conversion:
sociocultural aspects, (Cf.P), EUR19235,
ISBN 9282885054, EurOp

PR : Project Report
Cf.P : Conference proceedings
Cat.P : Catalogue of projects
EurOp : http://europ.eu.int/general/en/sad.htm
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Calls for proposals: overview
Deadlines

2000

2001

QUALITY OF LIFE AND MANAGEMENT OF LIVING RESOURCES (www.cordis.lu/life)
JUNE

KEY ACTIONS

JULY

SEPT

Food, n u t r i t i o n and health
Control o f infectious diseases
The "cell f a c t o r y "
Environment and health
Sustainable agriculture, fisheries and forestry
The ageing p o p u l a t i o n and disabilities
Generic research

OCT' 2 '

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB' 3 )

MAR

APR

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB»'

MAR

APR

11
11
11
11
11
JUNE

OPEN CALLS <U

JULY

SEPT

OCT

11

T r a i n i n g : Marie Curie individual fellowships

11

Research t r a i n i n g networks

12

on 6/3/99

(2) Call published on 15/12/99

18

11
11

Support f o r research infrastructure
(1) Call published

17

13

SME Measures (exploratory awards / cooperative research)
A c c o m p a n y i n g measures

(3) Call scheduled

for

15/11/2000

USER-FRIENDLY INFORMATION SOCIETY (www.cordis.lu/ist)
KEY ACTIONS

JUNE

JULY

SEPT

OCT'"

NOV

DEC' 2 '

JAN

FEB

MAR

JUNE

JULY

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

Systems and services for the citizen
New methods o f w o r k and electronic commerce
M u l t i m e d i a c o n t e n t and tools
Essential technologies and infrastructures
Cross-programme themes
technologiesi31

Future and emerging
OPEN CALLS
Future and emerging

technologiesl31|4)

(5)

Support measures , 6 )

I
Q
ICC

15

15

15

15

SME Measures (exploratory awards / cooperative research) l 7 1
Intelligent manufacturing
systemsl7i

18

15

¡1) Closing date end of October fora call scheduled for June 2000 ¡subject to confirmation)
(3) Proactive initiatives

17

13

¡4) Open sector (5) Evaluation at least every 3 months

(2) Closing dote in December for o coll scheduled for September ¡subject to

(6) Call published on 10/2/2000

confirmation)

(7) Calls published on 16/3/99

COMPETITIVE AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH (www.cordis.lu/qrowth)
KEY ACTIONS

JUNE

JULY

Sustainable m o b i l i t y and i n t e r m o d a l i t y
Land transport and marine technologies
New perspectives f o r aeronautics
Generic

research

Measurements
Support

and testing

for research

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

15<2>
15»'
15<2>
15<2>
15<2)
15(2)13)

Innovative products, processes and organisation

research
JUNE

OPEN CALLS »>

JULY

T r a i n i n g : Marie Curie individual fellowships

15< 4 ' l 5 >
15(41151
OCT

NOV

DEC

SME Measures (exploratory awards / cooperative research)

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

23

18
13
15
15

A c c o m p a n y i n g measures
I n t e l l i g e n t m a n u f a c t u r i n g systems ( 6 1
Expressions o f interest on research needs

SEPT

APR

15«)
15'4>
15«)
I5I4)
IS«

15™

infrastructure

MAR

17

18
15

15

30

(1) Reception deadlines forcall published on 16/3/99 (2) Periodical call scheduled for 2/6/2000
for15/12/2000
(5) Targeted call scheduled for 13/10/2000 (6) Call published on 16/3/99

(3) Targeted call published

on 15/4/2000

(4) Periodical

call

scheduled

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (www.cordis.lu/eesd)
JUNE

KEY ACTIONS

JULY.

Sustainable m a n a g e m e n t and q u a l i t y o f w a t e r
Global change, c l i m a t e and biodiversity
Sustainable marine ecosystems
The city o f t o m o r r o w and cultural heritage
Cleaner energy systems, including renewables
Economic and efficient energy for a c o m p e t i t i v e Europe
Support for research
infrastructure
(1) Environment

and sustainable development

call published on 18/11/99

(3) Environment

and sustainable development

only

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

date, to be confirmed

FEB«)

MAR

APR

15
15
15
15
1
1
15")

281')
(2) Indicative

JAN

when launching

the call scheduled for November

2000
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For t h e latest i n f o r m a t i o n on calls f o r
proposals and calls f o r t e n d e r , see:

u b m i s s i o n deadlines ( f o r s p e c i f i c research a c t i o n s )

www.cordis.lu/fp5/src/calls.htm
a t c h e v a l u a t i o n d a t e s ( f o r o p e n calls)

Deadlines

2000

OPEN CALLS m

2001

JUNE

JULY

E
S PT

OCT

NOV

E
D C

JAN

E
F B

Generic research
T r a i n i n g : Marie Curie individual fellowships

1(2)

SME Measures (exploratory awards / cooperative research)

13
1(21

A c c o m p a n y i n g measures
(1) Call published

MAR

APR

112)

on 18/11/99

(2) Energy only (3) Environment

and sustainable

development

16")

1(2)

21™

1(2115(3)

1514)

E
F B

MAR

17

only (4) ECtDD: advanced courses

13

of'study

NUCLEAR ENERGY (www.cordis.lu/fp5euratom)
OPEN C A L L S " )

JUNE

JULY

E
S PT

OCT

NOV

E
D C

Generic research

APR

22

Support f o r research infrastructures

22

14

T r a i n i n g : M a r i e Curie individual fellowships

10

Other t r a i n i n g actions 121

25

A c c o m p a n y i n g measures

25

(1) Call published

JAN

on 20/3/99

(2) Special courses, research training

networks,

26
26

cooperation

with countries

outside the EU

INTERNATIONAL CO O PERATIO N (www.cordis.lu/inco2)
CALLS BY COUNTRY GROUPS ">

JUNE

States in preaccession phase

JULY

E
S PT

Copernicus 2

NOV

E
D C

JAN

E
F B

MAR

APR

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

15(2)

M e d i t e r r a n e a n partners
Developing countries

(INCOME D)

(INCODE V)

15Ö)

OPEN CALLS W

JUNE

Accompanying measures l5l
Fellowships for Japan
(1) Call published

on 15/3/2000

themes (4) Call published
every 4

OCT

15(2)

JULY

SEPT

X

X
(2) Accompanying

on 27/3/99,

measures: increasing

awareness and training

except for the Emerging economies and industrialised

X
1

(3) Research projects, concerted

countries group, for which

actions and networks

call was published

on 6/8/99

on selected

(5)

Evaluation

months

INNOVATION / PARTICIPATIO N O F SMES (www.cordis.lu/innovationsmes)
OPEN CALLS d>

JUNE

JULY

E
S PT

SME Measures (exploratory a w a r d s / cooperative research) ' 2 |
Economic and technological intelligence projects

OCT

NOV

E
D C

13

JAN

E
F B

MAR

APR

18

17

0)

I5I 4 )

I n n o v a t i o n projects

15(5)

Awareness and assistance actions in t h e field o f IPR and
in the field o f I n n o v a t i o n f i n a n c e

ls

'
15(5)

 Pilot a c t i o n : E urope's p a t e n t academia
 a c c o m p a n y i n g measure: directory o f E U s t a r t  u p s
Pilot projects related t o access t o private f i n a n c e

I5W

 Innovative regions in E urope N e t w o r k

I5I 4 )

 Regional I n n o v a t i o n Strategy projects in NAC
(1) See also Cordis for calls for proposals and calls for specific promotion
(4) Indicative

closing date for a call scheduled

for 15/06/2000

and encouragement

(5) Indicative

actions

(2) Call published

closing date for a call scheduled

for

on 1/4/99 (3) Call published

on

23/4/99

15/09/2000

HUMAN PO TENTIAL (www.cordis.lu/improvinq)
JUNE

OPEN CALLS

JULY

E
S PT

OCT

NOV

E
D C

JAN

E
F B

MAR

APR

Research t r a i n i n g n e t w o r k " '
Marie Curie individual fellowships ( 2 1 1 3 )

13

Marie Curie industry host f e l l o w s h i p s 1 4 )

14

15

Marie Curie d e v e l o p m e n t host fellowships and t r a i n i n g s i t e s | 5 '

Next deadline: 1 6 / 0 5 / 2 0 0 1
15

Research i n f r a s t r u c t u r e cooperative networks
and exploratory w o r k s h o p s , 6 '
H i g h  l e v e l scientific conferences

l2

1

l

A w a r d s for firstclass research ,7>

29(8)

Raising public awareness o f science and t e c h n o l o g y ( 9 )

16

SEtT policy strategy: t h e m a t i c s n e t w o r k s

5(11)

A c c o m p a n y i n g measures: Open t i l l 1 5 / 0 6 / 2 0 0 2

and A c c o m p a n y i n g measures (Strata) 0°)
SEtT policy strategy: A c c o m p a n y i n g measures (Strata) 1 2 '
A c c o m p a n y i n g measures for the p r o g r a m m e

2

|2)

Open t i l l 2 8 / 6 / 2 0 0 2
JUNE

KEY ACTIONS

(I) Call to be launched,

date not decided

on 15/02/2000

(2) Call published

(5) Call published

15/1/2001

(10) Open call on 01/03/00

28/4/2000

to

E
S PT

OCT

NOV

E
D C

JAN

E
F B

MAR

experienced

researcher fellowships

APR

2802)

S o c i o  e c o n o m i c knowledge base

published

JULY

on 11/6/99

on 16/3/99

(11) Closing date for thematic

28/6/2000
^■■■Bi

(3) Individual

(6) Call published

fellowships,

on 15/11/2000

networks

return fellowships,

(7) Call published

(12) Call published

on 1/12/99 (8) Archimedes

on 15/01/2000.

(4) Call

Prize (9) Call scheduled

The closing date has been postponed

from

for
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Impetus for innovation

The construction sector is the European Union's number one employer
representing 11% of its GDP and making it a leader on world export
markets. But when it comes to innovation, it is a sector which has
traditionally lagged behind. Now, thanks to the impetus of European
JL research, a fair wind is blowing the industry towards new horizons.

Ø
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ur housing, our workplaces, our
leisure and entertainment facilities,
the cityscape, the transport infrastructure... Everything that shelters and surrounds us plays an essential role in determining our standard of living and our quality of life. So how are the products of the
construction industry currently evolving?
Over recent decades innovations in construction technologies have changed the
design of buildings and stet, structures, the
materials used and site practices. Yet, with
the exception of a limited number of technical feats for high-profile structures such
as major bridges or tunnels, the construction sector remains reluctant to innovate especially when compared to the techno-

logical changes witnessed in other fields of
industry.
After several years of growth, productivity in this sector has remained stagnant
since 1991. Yet, paradoxically, much remains
to be done in meeting social needs - housing, urban renovation, infrastructure - and
maintenance costs remain high. Construction also lags behind in other key areas,
namely quality, respect for the environment
and sustainability. There has been little
innovation in the products used in construction works and the energy used in
buildings accounts for half of Europe's total
energy consumption. Renewing Europe's
urban environment also creates 400 million
tons of debris per year - much of which

The challengers from the Asia-Pacific region
European construction companies are
winning more than 50% of major international contracts and their volume of activity beats Japan by 10% and the United
States by 30%. But is this leadership position as unassailable as it may appear? The
challenge could come from the Asia
Pacific region, where the growth of major
urban centres has created a 'golden age'
for the construction and public works sector based on a daring innovation culture.
'The extraordinary demands of new construction have created a political and
commercial climate in which innovation is
encouraged, and there is a genuine pride
in new engineering achievements,' ex24

plains Scott Steedman of Eccredi. In his
opinion, in the Tokyo metropolitan area one of the largest urban areas in the world
- Japanese contractors are 'developing
new concepts on a scale unprecedented in
Europe. That this has not yet translated
itself into world domination is more a factor of domestic demand in Japan, in view
of the aftermath of the Kobe earthquake,
than our ability in Europe to resist such
competition.'

finds its way onto public dumps (see p. 27).
The judgement of Scott Steedman, president of Eccredi (European Construction
Council for Research, Development and
Innovation) is uncompromisingly severe:
'The truth is that a culture of innovation has
been totally lacking in construction in
Europe for many decades. We know from
the statistics that the level of investment in
REtD in Europe is derisory. Interest in REtD
and translating results into innovation is
limited to a very few companies and institutions.'

Conservatism and fragmentation
Two factors can in part explain this overcautiousness. 'The annual building replacement rate is 2%,' explains Georgios Katalagarianakis, scientific officer responsible for
construction research in the European
Commission, 'so the average life of a building is 50 years. Given such time-frames,
clients tend to favour the most conservative
options. They play safe.' Another characteristic of the construction industry which
works against innovation is its fragmentation. In Europe the sector is made up of
2 million companies, 92% of which employ
fewer than 10 persons. This is not very fertile soil for the development of REtD departments. It also makes it difficult for information on new materials, techniques or concepts to permeate through to all the
different players, such as architects, contractors, bricklayers, etc.

It was to overcome this inertia that
Eccredi was founded in 1995 by a sma
group of entrepreneurs, engineers and
technological and professional institutes.
The confederation has 15 European member
associations representing all the sector
players  materials manufacturers, civil
engineering firms, architectural design
offices, etc.  and operates as a genuine
industrial platform in stimulating construc
tion research.

Workshops, discussion groups and infor
mation sessions allow project participants
working on the same subject to compare
their different approaches and results.
These contacts can serve to give a new
direction to projects or give rise to propos
als for complementary projects. The groups
also actively disseminate knowledge and
innovations, as well as advances in the field
of standards.
■
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(1) The Targeted Research Actions (TRAs) were

A hyperactive network
In 1997 Eccredi was selected by the Euro
pean Commission to organise a 'targeted
research action' on Construction technolo
gies to preserve the environment.'11 Today
Eccredi coordinates a network of more than
600 specialists from innovative companies,
research centres, university laboratories,
etc., who are involved in projects under the
various E uropean research programmes.'21
With 75 projects running in the first year
and over 120 today, a vast number of
research topics are covered. They can be
subdivided into 13 thematic groups, rang
ing from recycling to seismic isolation, and
including research on steel, wood, geotech
nical engineering for underground con
struction, roadworks, the performance of
concrete structures, fire protection, etc.'3'

Contacts

Network coordinator:
Carlo De Pauw
Director: Johan Vincke
Eccredi secretariat,
c/o WTCBCSTC  Belgium
myriam.olislaegers@wtcbcstc.be
www.traefct.com
www.eccredi.com
Commission: Georgios

launched under the BriteE uRam programme
(Industrial and Materials Technologies). Several
actions of this kind cover sectors such as aero
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nautics, the automobile industry, chemistry, bio
materials, etc.
(2) BriteE uRam, Craft (SME s), SMT (Standards,
Measurements and Testing), E nvironment and
Climate, etc.
(3) Visitors to the site www.traefct.com can
consult a detailed database on all the projects
covered by the network.

Steel houses
Although steel is used widely, often as the principal element,
in industrial, commercial and prestige buildings, it is much
rarer to find it used for houses or flats. The metal construc
tion industry, backed by the steel industry, is currently engaged in a research and pro
motional drive with the aim of introducing new concepts, products and components to
this huge market.
The building industry already uses many finished steel products in designing original or
composite structures. Mixed steelconcrete floors are already used in some countries,
but steel is not yet part of the frame.
A European project with seven partners, organised by the ECSC (European Coal and Steel
Community), has highlighted the diversity of solutions in terms of the frames and finish
of individual houses or apartment blocks. In its demonstrations it uses steel in combina
tion with other materials to respect the variety of architectural concepts and local tra
ditions.
The advantages of this approach area very rapid and modular construction as well as the
high energy efficiency of the buildings, even in very cold countries (Finland for example).
For Pierre Mériguet (Research DG) steel offers the benefits of'a material which permits
an earthquakeproof design and good fire resistance, plus a light and recyclable con
struction.'

Katalagarianakis  Research DG
georgios.katalagarianakis@cec.eu.int

I
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Shockresistant constructions. Buildings which return to their original shape after an earthquake. '
absorbers' which damp the energy impacting at sensitive points in buildings. These and other antiea
technologies are at the heart of many research projects.

a

urope is far from safe from seismic

are built on rubber mattresses which filter

risks, and not only in the tradition

the shocks

coming

from

the

Shock absorbers

ground.

ally vulnerable areas (Italy, Greece,

'Attempts are currently under way to per

Researchers are also studying the con

Balkans, Turkey), but also in countries with

fect this technique which is used for partic

cept of shockabsorbing or damping mech

a 'dormant seismicity', such as Portugal. As

ularly sensitive

anisms which are able to absorb and dis

buildings, such as oil

seminate the energy impacting at a

to the rest of the world, the list of
regions at risk would be too long

building's

to enumerate. Hence the impor

devices being studied are either of the

sensitive

points.

The

tance of the work currently being

metalbased, elastoplastic variety or

undertaken by the Seismic and

rubber or oilbased viscous shock

Vibration Isolation research group

absorbers. Used in combination with

in developing innovative protec

the mattress technique, these help

tion systems based on dissipation

reduce the building's movement.
These developments in seismic iso

phenomena.

lation are mainly designed to protect

f

Flexibility

particularly strategic constructions.
'These technologies could be

There are three distinct cate

extended to other large buildings

gories of quakeproofing meth
ods. The first covers techniques
designed to make constructions
more flexible. The main aim is to
protect people by raising the col
lapse threshold,' explains Claude
Dumoulin,

an

engineer

with

Bouygues, one of the project part

and to apartment blocks, as in
The EISA laboratory at the Joint
Research Centre in Ispra has a unique
installation f or simulating structural
resistance to earthquakes. It uses
hydraulic rams to subject prototype
buildings to forces of the order of
100 tonnes. These tests are of value
in validating the resistance standards adopted by
the European building industry (Eurocodes).

ners. 'But a building which is

Japan or California,' points out
Georgios Katalagarianakis. 'We
must look at ways of reducing
their cost to achieve a more
favourable riskinvestment ratio.'
'The regulations must also take
full account of these new devices
in order to make it easier for the

deformed by an earthquake does

construction

not return to its original shape.

them,'adds Mr Dumoulin.

These methods, which are among
the oldest and least expensive, are
not ideal.' In E urope's highrisk areas, con

refineries, chemical plants, hospitals, civil

structors are legally bound to respect cer

security and police buildings, and bridges,'

tain technical standards for this category of

explains Mr Dumoulin. 'A number of key

antiseismic design.

buildings in Italy are already equipped with

Elasticity

tress technique is not without its draw

"shock absorbers" of this kind.' But the mat
backs. In the event of a seismic shock, the
The second approach is based on elas

'floating' building can move a great deal,

ticity, designing buildings which are able to

leading to the violent rupture of the solid

return to their original shape after defor

structures to which it is linked, such as

mation. Some nuclear plants, for example,

pipes.

industry to

use
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Recycled buildings

The construction industry has a poor record when it comes to waste management. Which is why researcher
trying to develop a 'sustainable' architecture, with buildings using recycled materials and designed so tha
most of the demolition debris can be recovered.

^

ore than 25% of the waste produced

tion, the Centre Scientifique et Technique

in E urope comes from the demoli

de la Construction

tion or renovation of buildings and

recently

half this waste ends up on public tips. Just

(CSTC 

constructed

an

Belgium),

experimental

building using these materials.

logical challenge. The architects and build

Recovered but reliable

ing contractors are liable for 10 years for

tices in some E uropean countries show that
as much as 9 0 % is potentially reusable.
What is more, the construction industry

ensure they bear comparison with t r a d i 
tional materials.'
Such an approach also presents a psycho

30% of the materials used in construction
are estimated to be recycled, when prac

satisfy a series of technical requirements to

any defects which may affect their build
It uses various techniques. The walls, for

ings  which explains a certain reluctance

example, are built with blocks of concrete

to use these new materials. To encourage

not only poses a problem when its

the wider use of recycled materials

products reach the end of their life

which meet the strictest specifica

cycles, but also at their beginning.

tions, the CSTC is a partner in the

The industry is a huge consumer of

ETNRECY thematic network and is

raw materials, using six to eight

at present working on setting up an

tonnes of materials per inhabitant

electronic fair. 'It is also necessary to

every year.

organise the control networks requi

A dual approach

cled materials,' adds Mr De Pauw. 'It

red to ensure the origin of the recy
is better not to use concrete from a
nuclear plant to build a house, for

'Recycling requires a dual approach:

example.'

the increased use of construction
als and a more systematic recovery of
believes Carlo De Pauw, general coor
dinator of the E uropean research net
work on construction technologies.
The second of these is by far the
biggest challenge, because of the
long life of buildings. Many struc
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materials containing recycled materi
the debris from demolished buildings,'
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Waste from steelmaking,
aggregates from crushed computer
screens and TV sets, recycled PVC
and waxed cartons are all recycled
materials used in the construction
of this experimental house built
by the Centre Scientifique et
Technique de la Construction
(Belgium).

tures being demolished today were

An urgent need: the more
systematic recovery of debris
from building demolition.

built in the first half of the 20th cen
tury, without a thought for such mat
ters. Recycling, however, is an activity

in which the gravel has been replaced by

which requires upstream preparations, in

waste from steelmaking. The finish on the

the choice of materials and the way they

facing bricks is obtained using aggregates

are assembled. The attention we are now

from crushed computer screens and televi

giving to the design of sustainable buildings

sions. The windowframes are in recycled

 that is their recycling potential  will

PVC. The parquet floors are made out of the

therefore benefit future generations.

waste from waxed cartons used in the food

On the other hand, the role of the con

industry. 'It is a demonstration house,'

struction industry as a purchaser of recy

explains E dmond Rousseau of the CSTC. 'We

cled or recyclable materials is much more

have identified a range of 210 recycled

relevant to the present day. To demonstrate

materials which are already available on the

the fact, one of the members of the E uro

market. These come from all over E urope.

pean research action Recycling in Construc

But in all cases these materials must clearly

Contacts

Jan Desmyter 
Edmond Rousseau, CSTC
jan.desmyter@bbri.be 
edmond.rousseau@bbri.be
www.etnrecy.net
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In the lead in the wireless world

Europe's mobile telecommunications research over the past decade has put it in pole position in tim
changeover to Internet access from mobile terminals. This gives it a considerable advantage in the
forward in the 'new economy'.

if

he benefits of the new economy will
only become apparent when we
I attain the critical mass of Internet
penetration on the European market,' Commissioner Liikanen stated recently when
presenting the e-Europe project'11. At present, due to the spectacular growth of the
US home-computer market and the resulting dramatic growth in on-line services, the
critical strength of the United States in this
new economy is two or three times that of
Europe. But that trend could be reversed
when mobile communications become a
means of access not just to the Internet, but
to a wide range of services such as directories, financial information, weather forecasts, e-commerce and medical monitoring

t

Sights set on m-commerce
With 200 million subscribers expected by
the end of the year, Europe has a considerable lead in mobile telephony. The European
GSM standard has effectively become the
world standard while the penetration of
mobile phones is being held back in the US
as a result of competing incompatible systems. Europe has also acquired a digital
telephone network with the potential to
provide Internet access. Last but not least, it
has the means to launch - within the next
two years - broadband networks suitable
for multimedia services using the UMTS
standard (see box).
The stakes are certainly high. It is a question of launching m-commerce (mobile
electronic commerce), a technology which
will enable everyone, wherever they are, to

The tools of the future: digital screen,
independent keyboard, smartpen - all wireless.

consult information and place their orders.
By 2003 many of the services currently
available on a PC will have migrated to the
GSM, creating a market estimated at 24 billion euros. By then 65% of Europeans will
have a mobile phone, 85% of them suitable
for Internet use.

An array of projects
This spectacular progress can undoubtedly be put down to the major research
effort made in Europe since 1989 by equipment manufacturers, telecommunications
companies and research centres, especially
under the RACE, ACTS and - most recently IST programmes121. The Frames project for
example, in which market leaders Siemens,
Ericsson and Nokia were all involved, served
to spark off what has now become Europe's
third generation standard, UMTS,' explains
João Schwarz da Silva, head of the Mobile
Communications Unit at the European
Commission. 'Many of the services now
available on your GSM have benefited from
EU-backed research over the past decade.
The On The Move and Move projects have
laid the foundations for what is now known
as WAP - Wireless Application Protocol which provides Internet and electronic
access from a mobile terminal - starting
with mobile phones. WAP is a micro-navigator which trims the web pages to adapt
them to a mobile-phone screen, with its
' limited display capacity.'
In addition, the Moments project has
made it possible to test the viability of
Internet-based, commercial multimedia
services providing information, mail, maps,
positioning, and various transactions via
third-generation mobile terminals. For the
longer term, the Samba project has shown
that it is possible to transmit video images
for television or medical imaging through a
cellular network.

Information
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Mobile multimedia in three stages

On-line mobiles: 'Many of the services now
available on your GSM have benefited from
EU-backed research over the past decade. '

We are entering the era of broadband mobile

The third generation of mobile telephony

telephony, known as 'third generation' or

(UMTS) is expected to be marketed in 2002 or

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunica-

2003, permitting mobile multimedia services

tions System). Most European operators have

such as videoconferences and other as-yet-

planned to launch GPRS (General Packet

undreamed-of applications. The ITU (Interna-

Radio Service) services this year already, sig-

tional Telecommunications Union) should

nalling the arrival of packet data-transfer

complete the standardisation work this year,

technology in mobile telephony. This allows

under the generic term IMT-2000 (Interna-

asymmetric transmissions in packet mode,

tional Mobile Telecommunications-2000).

like the Internet, while boosting transmission speed to 170 kbit/s.
By 2001, EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM

2002 - the third generation

Evolution) technology will permit even faster

These research projects have made it possible to define the standards and frequency
spectrums which will render these systems

speeds (384 kbit/s under certain conditions),
opening the door to integrated multimedia
combining voice, data, fixed images and video.

operational within two years and to test the
viability of all kinds of applications. They
have been backed up by a number of politi-

experimenting with applications, most par-

the traffic situation for motorists, the near-

cal and regulatory initiatives, leading most

ticularly in the tourism, insurance, health

est restaurant for pedestrians, for example.

significantly to the Council decision by

and electronic commerce sectors. But that

But anyone who requests information will

which each member state undertook to

has not stopped us from working on the

at the same time be providing information

introduce, by 1 January 2000, a regulatory

fourth generation since 1997.'

about themselves.

framework for licensing third-generation
mobile

telephony

systems

from

However, this growth in wireless commu-

2002

nications is also raising a number of new

onwards, and to encourage interconnec-

questions, especially in terms of the secu-

tions between operators. Europe must also

rity of information and transactions, and

obtain a sufficiently wide radio frequency

the protection of users. Radio communica-

spectrum at the next World Radiocommuni-

tions make it possible to pinpoint quite pre-

cations Conference, to be held in Istanbul in

cisely where users of these wireless systems

May of this year, to allow the development

are located. The combination of mobility

of these mobile telecommunication services

and positioning technologies (both terres-

as well as those for satellite positioning.

trial and satellite: GPS now, Galileo in the

'Europe has a three-year technological

future) will provide users with services

lead,' believes Mr da Silva. 'We are currently

related to their immediate environment -

(1) E-Europe, An information society for all. Communication on a Commission initiative for the
Special European Summit in Lisbon on 23 and 24
March 2000.
(2) 60 million euros have already been granted to
about 20 projects following an initial 1ST call for
proposals.

Contact
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João Schwarz da Silva
Information Society DG
joao.dasilva@cec.eu.int

The Galway meeting
The 1ST programme will be holding Mobile
Communications Summit 2000 in Galway,
Ireland from 1 to 4 October. Researchers,
manufacturers and operators will all be
present to discuss and present research
projects on Evolving to the Fourth Generation. The major challenge in this respect
is set to be the interoperability of broad-

Contact

Bartolomé Arroyo Fernandez,
Information Society DG
Fax : +32-2-29621 78

band wireless networks and services.

bartolome.arroyo-fernandez®

Register at: http://www.mobilesummit.ie/

cec.eu.int
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The ozone shield
under close surveillance

Several hundred top European and US experts in atmospheric chemistry and physics participated in The
2000/Solve, last winter's largest ever campaign of measurements on the state of the ozone layer in the
northern hemisphere. One of the key themes of current research is to investigate the collateral damage th
famous polar ozone hole could be causing to the shield which protects the world's most populated regions lyin
in the northern hemisphere's middle latitudes.

O

iruna, Sweden, January 2000.150 km
north of the Arctic Circle, the world is
in the icy grip of winter. The temper
atures are plummeting, as they have on sev
eral occasions over recent years. The ground
temperature is minus 35°C. At 20 kilometres
altitude, at the heart of the polar vortex, the
thermometer is close to minus 80°.
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The sun is beginning to edge above the
horizon for a few hours a day. In fine
weather, it is just possible to make out, high
in the sky, long streaks of motionless
clouds. 'These are the typical clouds of polar
winters - known as PSCs (polar stratos
pheric clouds) - which hold all the keys to
how the ozone layer is being destroyed,'
remarks Neil Harris, head of the European
Ozone Research Coordinating Unit, Theseo
2000.'1' 'The colder it is up there, the more
of them there are.'

exposed to lower and lower temperatures
the higher you go. These are the conditions
which give rise to the creation, at very high
altitude, of the PSCs in question.

Trapped by the clouds
'These polar clouds are formed of masses
of tiny frozen particles held in suspension,
in which high concentrations of chlorine
and bromine compounds are trapped,'
explains Dr Harris. 'In this state, these gases
cease to be the inert and non-reactive gases
which they are at lower levels. Within these
clouds, in which they accumulate in the
In flat ing the helium or hydrogen balloons at form of aerosols frozen at minus 80°C, the
Esrange prior to launching them on a journeygases release their chlorine and bromine
through the stratosphere ofseveral hundred
atoms under the effect of the sun's rays.
kilometres at altitudes of over 30 000 metres.
These then react with the ozone, breaking
down the links between the three oxygen
atoms of which it is composed.'

Identifying the culprits

30

Since scientists first discovered the hole
in the ozone layer over the Antarctic 15
years ago, considerable progress has been
made in determining the nature and causes
of this phenomenon peculiar to polar
regions.'21 First of all by precisely identifying
the principal destructive agents, namely
chlorine and bromine compounds, some of
natural origin (such as the emissions pro
duced by the major eruption of Mount
Pinatubo in the Philippines in 1991), but
many more of human origin.

erants and solvents, these very long-lived
gases were soon identified as the real
destroyers of the ozone layer owing to the
way they build up in the stratosphere 20 km
above the Earth.
The next discovery was the major role
played by the extremes of temperature
found at very high altitude within the polar
vortex. Every winter the circulation of air
masses between 15 000 and 25 000 metres
above the poles creates a massive eddy akin
to the whirlpool produced in water draining
from a bath.

In 1987, the Montreal Protocol was the
first international initiative to regulate the
large-scale use of CFCs (chloro-fluoro-carbons). Used on a massive scale in industrial
applications such as aerosol sprays, refrig-

While on the vortex's periphery the circu
lar winds reach extremes of speed of around
200 km/hour, at its centre the stratospheric
masses are remarkably stable and calm. At
the still heart of the vortex, the air is

In reality, behind the basic mechanism
described here, scientists have gradually dis
covered a polar stratospheric chemistry of
extraordinary complexity. For several months
of the year, the compounds present are sub
ject to a whole series of actions and reac
tions, combinations and recombinations,
conditioned by temperature, pressure,
humidity, the circulation of the air masses
and the sun's rays. Which gives some idea of
the difficulty of measuring and understand
ing the molecular phenomena at work in an
open environment within huge air masses at
an altitude of 20 km above the Earth's polar
regions in the depths of winter.

Global
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Ozone and the biosphere

Kiruna's unique location
The Swedish Space Corporation's scientific base in Esrange-Kiruna is uniquely situated on the limits of this vortex. Over the
past decade it has been the scene of all the
measurement campaigns carried out by
European programmes investigating the
hole in the Arctic ozone layer. But this winter the joint research carried out by the
Theseo 2000/Solve'3' Europe-US cooperation project has been on an altogether different scale.
The hangars in these snowy northern
forests are packed with sophisticated spectrometric measuring instruments from all
over Europe, waiting to be attached to the
huge helium or hydrogen balloons (with a
capacity of as much as 350 000 m3 to take
particularly heavy instruments) on the vast
Esrange launching strip. They will then set
off on a journey of several hundred kilometres through the stratosphere at altitudes
that can exceed 30 000 metres. When their
journey is complete, the instruments are
recovered by helicopter - often from inside
Russia.

In the Earth's ecosystem, ozone is formed
as a result of the photochemical action of
the sun's rays on the air's oxygen molecules in the stratosphere over the tropics.
The movement of air masses then disperses the ozone thus generated into a
thin layer which covers the whole globe at
a very high altitude.
This envelope plays a key role in protecting
the biosphere as it acts as a shield, blocking the penetration of a section of the
sun's ultraviolet radiation, the UV-B rays,
which can be very dangerous to living
organisms. 'It is established beyond any
doubt that UV-B rays can cause skin cancers, serious eye disorders and damage to

immune systems in man and other mammals,' states Paul Simon, a specialist in
solar rays at the Institut d'Aéronomie Spatiale de Belgique and an active participant
in Theseo 2000. 'But these rays could also
have an impact on plant life in general, as
well as on the micro-organic plankton
which hold the key to marine life. Many
research projects are currently under way
to try and measure the changes in the
amount of UV-B radiation reaching the
Earth's surface.'

A scientific squadron
'Balloon measurements are particularly
precise and accurate because the instruments cross the very heart of the stratospheric masses. They are one of the strengths
of European research,' points out Dr Harris.
'Theseo 2000 has launched 600 sounding
balloons and 30 heavy payload balloons,
some of them travelling for almost 30 days.
Aircraft are also used, converted into airborne scientific laboratories for remote
analyses covering much larger air masses.'
Four aircraft, from Germany, France and
Switzerland, were deployed on the Theseo
2000(4) campaign, while the US Solve partners gave a particularly strong boost to the
number of airborne measurements taken.
In the vast Arena Arctica hangar at
Kiruna airport, NASA's Douglas DC 8, a converted passenger aircraft, makes an impres-

Philippe Busquin, European Commissioner responsible for research, on board the French Fokker ARAT which
carried out a number of missions from Kiruna to study the stratospheric chemistry using a lidar device.

(1) Theseo 2000 is a one-year extension of the Theseo (Third European Stratospheric Experiment on
Ozone) campaign which ran in 1998 and1999. This had been preceded, in 1991-92, by EASOE, the first
European campaign of its kind, followed by the 1994-95 Sesame campaign.
Solve (SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment) is a NASA research initiative.
(2) With different intensities: the much colder climate of the immense continent of Antarctica is causing
much more serious ozone depletion than above the less extensive ice floe of the northern hemisphere.
(3) Theseo 2000/Solve also coordinated a number of experiments carried out under the national scientific programmes of individual EU Member States, and the United States also worked with researchers
from Iceland, Norway, Switzerland, Russia and Canada.
(4) The German DLR Falcon, the French Fokker ARAT and Mystère 20, and the Swiss Air Force Lear Jet.
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Forming at altitudes of 20 km and at
temperatures of minus 80°C, it Is these typical
clouds of polar winters - known as PSCs or
polar stratospheric clouds - which hold the
keys to the chemistry of ozone destruction.

sive sight, packed with instruments and
computers around which teams of scientists and technicians are huddled. Next to it
stands the ER2, an even rarer bird. This is a
former cold-war spy plane, its cameras now
replaced by chemical sensors. It is a unique
piece of equipment, able to carry out direct
measurements during flights lasting several
hours at an altitude of between 18 000 and
20 000 metres, at the very heart of the
stratosphere. No wonder its pilot is decked
out like an astronaut!
The other aircraft, which fly at more conventional altitudes - about 10 000 metres mainly use the lidar (light detection and
ranging) measurement technique. Based on

Theseo ZOOO/Solve: the first results
'f
The Theseo 2000/Solve campaign ended
last March and in April the researchers
published an initial report. The winter of
1999-2000 brought the latest in the series
of record low polar temperatures recorded
over the past decade. On 28 January 2000,
20 000 metres up, the stratospheric mass
had cooled to around minus 80°C over an
area of almost 15 million km2 in the Arctic - or one and a half times the size of
Europe. This is larger than anything previously measured in more than 40 years of
observations in the Arctic stratosphere. It
suggests an increase in the insulation and
cooling of the air masses in the polar vortex in relation to the more variable and
less cold troposphere climatic system
found in air masses closer to the Earth's
surface.
These conditions were therefore particularly favourable to the formation of polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs), which were
present in great abundance from the
beginning of December to the beginning of
March. As a result, the chemical reactions

so damaging to the ozone layer were very
marked: on a number of occasions the
ozone concentration was depleted by
nearly 60% atan altitude of 18 km."1 During the first two weeks of March, the average ozone quantity measured in the total
air column over the Arctic was 16% lower
than during the 1980s.
Theseo 2000/Solve also studied the impact
of ozone-poor air masses leaving the polar
vortex to mix with stratospheric layers in
middle latitudes. In late February and early
March the average ozone concentration in
the air column fell to a level 15% below
the average reference value observed
before 1976.
(1) This was, however, partly offset by the fact
that ozone depletion at altitudes of above 20
km was less.

the same principle as radar, this instrument
studies the chemical composition of the
PSCs located above the aircraft by means of
the non-dispersed light reflected back by
laser beams when they encounter the tiny
airborne particles present in the clouds.
Their exact nature and distribution can be
identified by means of the signal received.
'The air observations are supplemented
by the continuous measurements carried
out throughout the winter by more than 20
ground stations as well as the data collected by the GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment) instrument on board the
ER2 and ESA satellites. These measurements provide a wider framework for the
experiments carried out at altitude,'
explains Dr Harris. 'They are clearly less precise than the in situ analyses, but they permit estimates of the variations in the ozone
layer density on much wider geographical
scales, and most importantly over middle
latitudes.'

Middle latitudes at risk
Theseo 2000/Solve was the high point of
the three major European measurement
campaigns carried out during the 1990s. By
developing advanced instrumentation, it
was possible to use the data gathered by
thousands of balloons, hundreds of flying
missions, and several dozen ground stations
and satellite observations as vital input in
developing increasingly sophisticated forecasting models. They proved that during a
succession of cold winters, the ozone shield
in the Arctic polar vortex could be depleted
by as much as 50% for quite long periods
and over increasingly large areas. These
results show that it is going to be a long
time before the results of the Montreal Protocol are felt.
'On the basis of present models, it can be
estimated that, all things remaining equal,
the decreased action of the chlorine and
bromine compounds currently present
could be spread over several decades,'

Global
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points out JeanPierre Pommereau, coordi
'If such a process is confirmed, the need
'To forecast the development of the
nator of the very important contribution by ozone problem,' says Dr Ghazi, 'it is also for policies to reduce our impact on climate
the French CNRS to Theseo 2000. 'But the necessary to forecast the effects of climatic change will become all the more urgent,'
conditions are anything but stable because, warming over the polar regions as, para notes Dr Ghazi. Under the Fifth Framework
far from decreasing, the concentration of doxically, it is not impossible that global Programme, this global approach certainly
active bromine agents is actually increas warming in fact results in lower tempera underlies projects within the key action
ing. We believe these are coming mainly tures in the polar vortex. For the future, this Global change, climate and biodiversity. ■
from agricultural pesticides, an area not would mean an increased density of polar
covered by the Montreal Protocol.'
stratospheric clouds and thus increased
Another question which is receiving a ozone destruction.'
great deal of attention at present
is the impact of polar phenom
ena on the densely populated
middle latitudes. In these regions,
the local ozone layer is estimated
to have been depleted overall by
an average of between 4% and
6% since the 1980s. In parallel
with the polar campaigns, mea
surements carried out by sensors,
observation satellites and ground
stations have shown that in
spring significantly worse deple
tions of the ozone concentration
in the stratosphere above West
ern E urope may occur. To under
stand this phenomenon, scien
The series of air measurements was considerably boosted by the ER2 former spy
plane and NSA 's huge DC8 converted Into an airborne lab, mode available under
tists are closely studying the pos
the Solve programme.
sibility of an exchange of ozone
poor Arctic air masses with those
of middle latitudes at the end of
winter when the polar vortex starts to
Climatologists accept such a hypothesis
weaken and disperse.
as being perfectly plausible. First of all,
because  apart from its role in providing
protection against UV rays  ozone is one of
Ozone and climate change:
the greenhouse gases present in the
interconnected problems
stratosphere. This means that it plays a part
'We have reached a point where all the in heating up the air masses within the vor
Contacts
Neil Harris, European Ozone
questions about global changes to the tex. When there is less of it, the vortex cools
Research Coordinating Unit
Earth's ecosystem are converging,' explains correspondingly, further exacerbating the
general@ozonesec.ch.cam.ac.uk
Anver Ghazi, who is responsible for the key conditions for its own destruction.
www.atm.ch.cam.ac.uk/
Secondly, at lower altitudes, climatic
action Global change, climate and biodiver
www.nilu.no:80/projects/theseo2000/
Georgios Amanatidis, Research DG,
sity under the Fifth Framework Programme. warming can lead to a buildup of energy,
European Commission
To date, E uropean research on the hole in trapped by the accumulation of greenhouse
georgios.amanatidis@cec.eu.int
the ozone layer has been a distinct field of gases such as CO2 beneath the stratosphere.
europa.eu.int/comm/research/envsc/
study, focusing on stratospheric chemistry. Within the vortex, the effect could be a
theseo.html
But results have shown that the key element cooling of the air masses lying at a higher
NASASolve
level, which are insulated as a result.
cloudl .arc.nasa.gov/solve/
in the process is in fact the polar climate.
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Europe's fragile forests

The environmental and economic disaster wreaked by last December's storms has raised questions a
management practices. For some years now, researchers with the Storms project have been stud
damage to Europe's forests caused by wind, snow and fire. The team has developed assessment too
by the experts in appraising silvicultural techniques and minimising risks.
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This mass of data, providing a pointer to
ince the great storms of the 1980s, a data obtained at the time of past disasters
lot of studies had been carried out as a basis for assessing what factors make the factors behind the destruction of trees,
into the processes involved in fores trees vulnerable. This ranged from quantify was used to create two separate assess
try disasters,' explains Dr Alexandras Ara- ing and describing the trees affected - to ment models for level of vulnerability.
batzis, scientific manager at the Research create a statistical risk model - to in-depth Known as Hwind and Gales, these were
DG. 'But no attempt had been made to con studies of the physical variables at work in constructed on the basis of calculations of
the stress the trees must
struct a model of the research
withstand and their resis
results. The Storms'11 project is
tance to uprooting.
different because it sought to
develop a tool which could be
used on a large scale to fore
The importance of
cast and prevent the natural
the crown
risks threatening our forests.'
Over a three-year period
'The advantage of a project
(1994-1997), eight European
such as Storms is that it
teams (Finland, United King
allows you to use several dif
dom, Ireland, Sweden, Portu
ferent approaches to the
gal) pursued the same objec
problem and then compare
tive of developing tools
and validate them. Such a
allowing foresters to adopt
method would be impossible
the silvicultural techniques
at a national level,' explains
most appropriate to the types
Barry Gardiner, a researcher
of trees and climatic and geo
with
the Forestry Commission
After storms, researchers collect field data which allow them to assess the
vulnerabilityfactors which exacerbated the wind damage.
graphical characteristics of
(Scotland). 'In this respect it
their region.
has been a success. The three

This involved developing models to assess
the risk of broken or uprooted trees in rela
tion to wind speed and snow burden, and
the risk of fire in relation to type of vegeta
tion and wind direction (see box). This
information then had to be fed into existing
databases on climate and vegetation as
part of a wider system designed to aid stan
dardised decision-making.'21

Three risk assessment models
How to assess the significance of factors
exacerbating wind damage?The researchers
started by gathering very extensive field

the damaged forests, ultimately permitting
an 'empirical-mechanistic' approach.
More specifically, the scientists collected
data on wood properties (density, compres
sion zones, etc.) by analysing samples of
broken or uprooted trees and comparing
them to those from trees which remained
intact. They also included analyses of soil
characteristics (type, degree of humidity,
etc.) and oscillation frequency measure
ments for various species. Finally, they field
tested the resistance of Scots pine, Norwe
gian spruce and birch, by subjecting them
to various forms of bending and pulling, and
simulated storms on forest models.

models we have developed - the statistical
approach, then Hwind and Gales - give very
similar predictions, despite the different
methodologies.'
Hwind and Gales certainly agree on one
major point: trees with smaller crowns are
the most vulnerable. They are quickly
uprooted or broken, unlike trees that stand
alone and are free to develop a luxuriant
crown, solid trunk and powerful root sys
tem. This explains why the edges of freshly
cut stands on the top of a hill - even a rel
atively unexposed one - are at great risk.
Also line clearings, current practice in
planted forests in England and Ireland,

increase wind penetration to the plots.
Repeated fertilisation should also be
avoided as this promotes crown develop
ment at the expense of the root system.
The decisionmaking tools developed on
the basis of these models are allowing
forestry experts to analyse the effects of
various silvicultural techniques. By modify
ing the climate parameters and introducing
the specific characteristics of the local
species and soil types, they will be able to
choose the techniques most suitable for the
ecogeographical conditions in question.
Gales is already available in Great Britain
and will soon also be available in France.

Don't expect miracles

tinuing to work on improving their models.
'Data are the key to a model's quality,'
stresses Barry Gardiner. This is why Scottish
researchers have started carrying out aerial
measurements by Lidar (radar laser) to pro
vide a more detailed description of stands 
in particular the height and diameter of the
trees  and thereby supplement the present
insufficient field data. Meanwhile, the
Finnish researchers are continuing their work
on the resistance of different species by con
centrating on the risk of snow damage. ■

Contacts

Dr Alexandros Arabatzis,
Research DG

(1) Silvicultural Techniques Offering Risk Min

alexandros.arabatzis@cec.eu.int

imising Strategies.

Seppo Kellomäki,

(2) A version of this system is now available on

Joensuu University (Fl)

the Internet.

seppo.kellomaki@forest.joensuu.fi
http://bamboo.mluri.sari.ac.uk/
aairhome.html/

Does all this mean that we can now avoid
the kind of damage we saw in France, Ger
many and Switzerland last December? Not
exactly, as Seppo Kellomäki, project coordi
nator and researcher at the Faculty of
Forestry at Joensuu University (Finland)
points out. 'Whatever the species and
growing methods, a storm of such violence
inevitably causes damage. But it is becom
ing increasingly important to take as many
precautions as possible to limit the impact
of high winds because the climate is tend
ing to become warmer and damper. This
brings an increased risk of uprooting, espe
cially in Northern E urope where the period
of freezing, which helps anchor the roots
during the winter months, is becoming
shorter. It is therefore preferable to plant
trees with a strong root system, especially if
there are regular forest clearings.'
Although the Storms project is now com
plete, the researchers are nevertheless con

Fire, the scourge
of southern forests
While wind and snow are the two major scourges of Europe's
northern forests, Mediterranean regions are ravaged by fire.
Preventive management to protect forests against fire 
principally studied by Portuguese researchers  has been fully integrated in the Storms
project. Portuguese teams have developed models for assessing the risk of fire based on
measurements of the quantity of materials that allow a fire to start and then develop.
Another key factor, as in the case of storms, is the determining effect of winds.
The Storms project has also developed original methods for assessing vegetation, based
on a calculation of the Spectral Vegetation Index from images obtained by Länsat TM
and on the Leaf Area Index (LAI) which describes the vegetation structure. A specific
computer program, Firemap, has also been developed to assess the risk of fire spread at
regional level. This has been tested by the Portuguese forestry services.

f

Communicating uncertainty
Although there is substantial evidence for the greenhouse gases of the industrial revolution producing global
warming, some scientists point out that this may not be significant on a geological timescale. What is the
public to think  and how can science communicators help?

m
tr

hen the issue of global warming
comes up, one thing is certain:
uncertainty. Not everyone is sure
that global warming is really taking place
or, if it is, that this is significant. After all,
on a geological time scale, the human
effect is swamped by 'natural' swings in
temperature, and a recent report in Nature
suggests that even over the last 500 years
such variations may be greater than previ
ously believed  although the results also
'confirm the unusual warming of the twen
tieth century'.'11 At the same time, a paper
in Geophysical Research Letters argues that
recent record temperatures could indicate
that the rate of global warming is speeding
up,'21 and some experts are now estimating
that there could be as many as 100 million
ecological refugees by the middle of this
century. To confuse matters more, the news
is not all bad: global warming could yield
improved crops in some parts of the world.
According to new research at Oxford Uni
versity's E nvironmental Change Institute,
the south of E ngland could become an
important winegrowing region and even
southern coastal Scotland could be produc
ing wine within 50 years.

We must (not) act now
Scientists typically want to be very sure
of their results, but in the case of climate
change this does not seem to be possible.
Conclusions vary according to the length of

time studied or the assumptions made
about the future. Uncertainty is the rule.
Sceptics say, 'If you are so uncertain, let's
wait for more evidence.' E nergy companies
may ask how they can possibly make the
dramatic cuts in the use of fossil fuels now
being suggested,'3' when there are no viable
largescale alternatives and in the face of
such uncertainty. E nvironmentalists retort,
'The evidence is clear, and the uncertainty
means we must act now  we are experi
menting with the only planet we have!'
The diverse perspectives of these differ
ent sectors mean that each is likely to inter
pret the data from their own viewpoint and
provide their own estimates of the costs of
both outcomes and mitigation. Can science
communicators help cut this Gordian knot?
Typical of the cautious scientific approach
is the current position statement of the
American Geophysical Union: 'AGU believes
that the present level of scientific uncer
tainty does not justify inaction in the mitiga
tion of human induced climate change ...' A
triple negative which is technically accurate
and suitably cautious but leaves the reader
unsure as to whether action is needed. Sci
entists are also fond of imprecise terms, such
as 'doubtful' and 'probable', but what will the
public understand on reading that scientists
think this outcome 'likely' or that observa
tion 'unusual'? Perhaps the writer is thinking
in terms of '95% probability' or a trend that
is 'statistically significant', but unless the
terms are defined the reader may understand

something quite different. The IPCC'41 has
found that such terms can even vary in usage
between the chapters of its reports. To
address this problem, it is developing internal
guidelines for writing teams to facilitate
clear and consistent use of terms, even
where these cannot be quantified.
Where the risks can be quantified, some
have adopted an 'expected value' approach,
assigning probabilities and costs to various
possible outcomes and multiplying these
together. Probabilities certainly help to
explain terms such as 'likely' and 'unlikely',
but they are necessarily subjective and
using expected value is only appropriate for
events where the worst outcome is accept
able. But this is not the case with global
change. There may be a high level of uncer
tainty, but if the worst forecasts become
reality, the result is unthinkable.
Perhaps the best contribution science
communicators can make is simply to
ensure that the uncertainty of climate
change is not made more uncertain by the
language used to communicate it. Niels
Bohr once said, 'Never express yourself
more clearly than you are able to think.' But
never less clearly either.
■

(1) Nature, 17 February 2000
(2) Geophysical Research Letters, 1 March 2000
(3) According to many scientists, climate stabili
sation requires greenhouse gas emissions some
60°/o below 1990 levels.
(4) UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change

